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Abstract
This paper addresses pure gauge questions in the study of (asymptotically)
de Sitter spacetimes. We construct global solutions to the eikonal equation on
de Sitter, whose level sets give rise to double null foliations, and give detailed
estimates for the structure coefficients in this gauge. We show two results which
are relevant for the foliations used in the stability problem of the expanding region
of Schwarzschild de Sitter spacetimes [Sch16]: (i) Small perturbations of round
spheres on the cosmological horizons lead to spheres that pinch off at infinity.
(ii) Globally well behaved double null foliations can be constructed from infinity
using a choice of spheres related to the level sets of a mass aspect function. While
(i) shows that in the above stability problem a final gauge choice is necessary, the
proof of (ii) already outlines a strategy for the case of spacetimes with decaying,
instead of vanishing, conformal Weyl curvature.
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1 Introduction
The general covariance of the Einstein equations allows for various formulations of the
evolution problem in general relativity depending on the choice of coordinates. While less
important for the local evolution, specific gauge choices are crucial for global evolution
problems, and are related to identifying the gravitational degrees of freedom in a given
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Figure 1: Global geometry of Schwarzschild de Sitter spacetimes.
setting.1 This paper addresses a number of pure gauge questions that arise in the global
evolution problem for asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes in double null gauge.
Many of the concepts relevant to this paper already appear in the global analysis
of asymptotically flat spacetimes : Specifically in the original proof of the stability of
Minkowski spacetime [CK93] a manifoldM = ⋃t≥0 Σt is constructed as a foliation with
respect to the level sets of a maximal time function t. The proof of global existence
proceeds by a continuity argument in t, which relies on the careful construction of an
optical function u on the “last slice” Σt∗ . In general, an optical function u is a solution
to the eikonal equation on a Lorentzian manifold (M, g),
g(∇u,∇u) = 0 . (1.1)
Its level sets are null hypersurfaces generated by null geodesic segments of g. Indeed,
in the context of [CK93] the level sets S∗u of u are chosen on Σt∗ , and then extended to
t ≤ t∗ by solving (1.1), essentially by the method of characteristics, which also allows
one to suitably propagate coordinates (ϑ1, ϑ2) on Su∗ thus complementing (t, u) to a
coordinate system on M. This construction is an example of a final gauge choice,
where u is adapted to the late stages of evolution. In fact, S∗u is constructed by solving
an equation of motion for surfaces on Σt∗ , which is induced by a specific choice for
the mass aspect function µ which in turn ensures good asymptotic properties of the
instrinsic geometry of the spheres S∗u.
This paper is motivated specifically by the global evolution problem for the Einstein
equations with positive cosmological constant in the expanding region of Schwarzschild
de Sitter spacetimes in double null gauge; see Figure 1. In the approach taken in [Sch16],
the cosmological regionR is viewed as the domain of development of characteristic initial
data prescribed on the cosmological horizons C, C, and foliated by the level sets of two
optical functions u, and v, intersecting in surfaces Su,v diffeomorphic to S2. A time
function in R is obtained from the area radius r(u, v) of the spheres Su,v,2
Area(Su,v) = 4pir
2(u, v) , (1.2)
1This is evident in many recent works on the global evolution problem in various settings, see for
instance [Lin17, HV18, DHR19, KS18, RS18a]; see also [Ash15, ABK15].
2The fact that r is increasing towards the future at every point R is a reflection of the expansion of
this region.
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and provides a foliation R = ⋃Σr of the cosmological region, similar to the maximal
function t in the asymptotically flat setting. Moreover, by choosing coordinates (ϑ1, ϑ2)
on say the sphere C ∩ C, and suitable propagation along the characteristics, the metric
on R is globally expressed in the form
g = −4Ω2dudv + g/AB
(
dϑA − bAdv)(dϑB − bBdv) . (1.3)
Remark 1.1 (Double null gauge). This is an example of a double null gauge [KN03,
Chr09].3 The advantage of this gauge is that it respects the domain of dependence
property of the Einstein equations, and consequently the (spacelike) hypersurfaces Σr
can in general be constructed locally. In closer analogy to the maximal gauge of [CK93],
one could approach the stability problem in R in a constant mean curvature gauge4,
namely define Σr directly as CMC hypersurfaces, which however introduces an additional
non-local aspect to the problem.
In this paper we focus on the pure gauge aspect of the problem. In fact, we fix the
metric to be de Sitter, and we study the properties of global double null foliations,
and their construction using global solutions to the eikonal equation on de Sitter. We
are interested in the behavior of the structure coefficients Γ of (1.3) depending on
the choice of optical functions u, and v. Moreover, we are interested in the geometry of
the surfaces Su,v = Cu ∩ Cv, the conformal properties of the induced metric g/u,v, and
geometry of the hypersurfaces
Σr =
⋃
(u,v):
ru,v=r
Su,v . (1.4)
The main aim is to identify sufficient conditions (on the level of the surfaces where
u, and v are chosen, either initially or finally) such that the spacelike hypersurface Σr
provide a well behaved foliation of R, and in particular so that Σ∞ can be identified
with the conformal boundary at infinity (I+ in Figure 1) in a suitable sense.
Remark 1.2 (Decay of the Weyl curvature). The results in this paper in particular
provide a justification for the assumptions made on the structure coefficients in [Sch16].
It is proven therein that under suitable assumptions on ‖Γ‖L∞(Su,v), and ‖∇Γ‖L4(Su,v),
the conformal Weyl curvature of the spacetime decays according to ‖W‖L4(Su,v) . r−3u,v.
Here we give examples of explicit double null foliations of de Sitter whose structure
coefficients fail to satisfy these assumptions, which shows in particular that there are
obstructions which are unrelated to the specific decay of the Weyl curvature, because
they occur already on conformally flat spacetimes. We then overcome this obstacle
in the simplest case, namely on de Sitter spacetime, using a final gauge construction
3In [KN03] it was used in particular to provide an alternative treatment of the exterior region of
the spacetimes constructed in [CK93], and its use of various renormalised mass aspect functions play
an important role in this paper as well.
4See for instance [RS18a, RS18b], in particular the problem of “synchronizing the singularity,” which
like the conformal boundary of R, is a spacelike hypersurface.
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Figure 2: Standard model of de Sitter spacetime.
to prove the existence of global double null foliations which do satisfy the assumptions
made in [Sch16].
Remark 1.3 (Stability of Kerr de Sitter). The nonlinear stability problem for the region
S, namely the domain to the past of the event horizon H, and the cosmological horizon
C can be treated independently of the above discussed problem for R due to the domain
of dependence property of the Einstein equations, and has been fully resolved in [HV18].
Their proof is based on a generalised harmonic gauge, and also relies on a final gauge
choice, which is found iteratively as part of the analysis of the resonances of the linearised
equations.
1.1 de Sitter space
The simplest solution to the Einstein equations with positive cosmological constant Λ,
Ric(g) = Λg (1.5)
is de Sitter space, which plays an analogous role to Minkowski space in the case
Λ = 0. While Minkowski space is flat, de Sitter is conformally flat. It can be realised as
an embedded (timelike) hypersurface in 5-dimensional Minkowski space, with induced
metric of the ambient Minkowski metric; see Fig. 2.
Concretely, we set Λ/3 = 1 for convenience. With (t, x) ∈ R1 × R4 we denote by
H =
{
(t, x) : −t2 + |x|2 = 1} (1.6)
the timelike hyperboloid in the ambient Minkowski spacetime (R1+4,m) with metric
m = −dt2 + |dx|2. The de Sitter space-time (M = H, h = m|H) has topology R × S3,
5
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and can be viewed as the simplest model of closed universe. Moreover its spatial sections
Σt = {x ∈ R4 : |x|2 = 1 + t2} are round 3-spheres whose radius is rapidly increasing in
time, which shows that this spacetime is manifestly expanding.
In Section 3 we will discuss several different coordinates to represent the de Sitter
metric.
We will first introduce stereographic coordinates which show explicitly that the de
Sitter metric is conformal to the Minkowski metric.5 That immediately implies that the
conformal Weyl curvature of the de Sitter metric vanishes identically.
Second we view de Sitter as spherically symmetric space relative to a timelike
geodesic Γ, see Fig. 2,
Γ =
{
(t,−〈t〉, 0, 0, 0) : t ∈ R} . (1.7)
In this picture the relevance of de Sitter to the above discussion of the expanding region
of Schwarzschild de Sitter is particularly clear: The past S of any observer Γ is not the
entire spacetime, and thus has a future boundary called the cosmological horizon C.
(See also explicit discussion in Section 4.1.)
In Section 3.2 we introduce coordinates relative to which the de Sitter metric is static
in S, and expanding in the cosmological region R (namely the future of C ∪ C, where
C is the cosmological horizon of the antipodal observer Γ), in the sense discussed for
Schwarzschild de Sitter above.
This leads in particular to the Penrose diagram of de Sitter of Figure 3.
Remark 1.4. The stability of de Sitter as a solution to (1.5) is known since [Fri86].
Also [HV18] can be applied to the past of a point on the conformal boundary to yield
convergence to de Sitter up to a gauge transformation. However, in [Fri86] asymptotic
functional degrees of freedom are present, namely the metric does not globally converge
to de Sitter in a suitable gauge. This insight equally applies to the stability problem in
R discussed above. See also [Rin08].
5One can view the construction in Section 3.1 as the hyperbolic analogue of the classical stereographic
projection of the sphere on the plane.
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Figure 5: Example of a sphere of infinite area partially contained in the spacetime.
1.2 Results for the eikonal equation on de Sitter
We now summarise the results in this paper on the global geometry of double null
foliations in de Sitter spacetime.
Let Γ, Γ be antipodal timelike geodesics in the de Sitter spacetime (H, h), and C, C
their respective cosmological horizons, see Section 1.1 and Figures 2, 3. For any solution
u to the eikonal equation
h(∇u,∇u) = 0 (1.8)
we denote by Cu the level set of u; see also Section 5.1.
Throughout this paper we fix a family of shear-free null hypersurfaces Cv, which are
always intersected transversally by the null hypersurfaces Cu. In fact, Cv are the level
sets of a solution to the eikonal equation (1.8) which is chosen so that C ∩Cv = S−v are
round spheres, see Figure 4. In other words, the hypersurfaces Cv are unchanged from
the spherically symmetric foliation in Section 4.1.
The first observation is that the double foliation resulting from a choice of u on C is
generally not well behaved, in the sense that the geometry of the spheres Cu∩Cv diverges
from the spherically symmetric picture as the conformal boundary I+ is approached.
Proposition. Let u be the solution to the eikonal equation (1.8) corresponding to a
choice of level sets S−u = Cu ∩ C ' S2 on C. There exist arbitrarily small deformations
of the round spheres S2 ; S−u , such that Su,v := Cu ∩Cv has the property that for some
(u+, v+), p ∈ Su+,v+,
Area(Su+,v+) =∞ , while Su+,v+ \ p ⊂ H .
In other words, generically small deformations of the initial data on C lead to spheres
of intersection in the expanding region which “pinch off” at infinity, see Fig 5. In
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Figure 6: Domain for the construction of globally well-behaved double null foliations in
the past of a sphere Su,v ⊂ I+.
Section 4.2 we will demonstrate this phenomenon explicitly for ellipsoidal deformations
of the round spheres. These examples show in particular that a double null gauge
chosen initially generally does not parametrize correctly future null infinity, i.e. for
these foliations it is not true that I+ = {r =∞}.
In Section 4.3 we derive explicitly the transformation of all optical structure coeffi-
cients, and characterise globally the gauge transformation induced by small ellipsoidal
deformations on the cosmological horizons. In particular, the statement of the proposi-
tion follows from the estimates derived therein.
The second result states the existence of double null foliations which are free of the
above pathological behavior. The starting point of their construction is now a sphere
S∞u+,v+ ⊂ I+ which is properly contained in I+, and further a prescription of spheres
Su,v+ ⊂ Cv+ ≡ C+ which are the final level sets of an optical function u, for which we
solve globally in the domain D+; see Figure 6.
Theorem (Informal version). For an open set of initial data on C+ there exists a
solution to the eikonal equation on D+ with the property that all spheres Su,v = Cu ∩Cv
are uniformly conformal to S2.
Recall that for simplicity we have chosen the transversal null hypersurfaces Cv to
be shear-free, and thus restrict our attention to the construction of non-trivial optical
function u. While previously we have chosen initial data on C such that C ∩ Cu = S−u
is a small perturbation of a round sphere, we now choose final data on C+, such that
Cu ∩ Cv+ = S+u ' S2 with the property that S+u → S∞u+,v+ ⊂ I+, as u→ u+.
The notion of “uniformly conformal” refers to uniform bounds on the conformal
factor ψ, when the geometry of (Su,v, g/) is compared to (S2,
◦
γ):
g/u,v = r
2(u, v) e2ψ
◦
γ (1.9)
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This form of the metric is immediate in the shear-free case,6 but more generally a
consequence of the uniformization theorem in Section 6. The application of the latter
typically relies on good bounds for the Gauss curvature K of Su,v, which however is
not easily obtained by propagation along the characteristics of Cu. A closely related
quantity is the mass aspect function which we define by
µ := K − div/ η + 1
4
trχ trχ− Λ
3
(1.10)
Here η is the torsion,7 and trχ, trχ are the outgoing, and ingoing null mean curvatures,
respectively. The crucial property of globally well-behaved double null foliations is the
asymptotic behavior of µ; see also the discussion in Section 2.3.
In fact, it turns out to be convenient to prescribe S+u as the level sets of a related
function µ˘,
µ˘ := K − div/ η + 1
2
trχ trχ− 2Λ
3
(1.11)
which “decouples” several equations in double null gauge. As observed in [KN03] the
gauge choice that µ˘ equals its average µ˘ on S+u corresponds to an equation of motion
for surfaces on C+ which determines S
+
u from a single section, say S
+
u+
. We will not
study this equation of motion in this paper, but simply assume that a foliation of C+
by surfaces S+u has been constructed and has the property that
µ˜ := µ˘− µ˘ , µ˘(u, v) = 1
4pir2(u, v)
∫
Su,v
µ˘ dµg/u,v+ (1.12)
satisfies suitable upper bounds. In this paper we use the dimensionless norms
‖−θ‖−L4(Su,v) :=
( 1
4pir2
∫
Su,v
|θ|4g/dµg/
)1/4
. (1.13)
Theorem (Precise version). Suppose the surfaces S+u ⊂ C+ are prescribed such that
r3‖−µ˜‖−L4(Su,v+ ) +r4‖−∇/ µ˜‖−L4(Su,v+ ) . 1. (1.14)
Then the geometry of the surfaces (Su,v = Cu ∩ Cv, g/u,v), where g/ is given by (1.9), is
controlled by
‖ψ‖L∞(Su,v). 1 ‖−rd/ψ‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 ‖−r2∇/ 2ψ‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (1.15)
on a domain D+, and moreover all bounds (A:I,I,II,II) of Section 2.2 are satisfied,
provided () holds, in particular
|2ω − Ω trχ| . 1 |2ω − Ω trχ| . 1 (1.16)
r3‖−∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 r3‖−∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 . (1.17)
6See also Section 8.1.
7namely the torsion with respect to the null geodesic vectorfield L′ = −du], η ·X = 12g(∇XL′, L),
where g(L′, L) = −2, g(L,X) = 0, a 1-form on Su,v whose non-vanishing is, geometrically, the obstruc-
tion to the integrability of the distribution of planes (TSu,v)
⊥ ⊂ TH; see Chapter 1 of [Chr09].
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Remark 1.5. This theorem in particular provides a justification for the assumptions
made in [Sch16]. Therein we proved a theorem on the condition that bounds of the form
(A:I,I,II,II) are verified, that states that the Weyl curvature of a spacetime – expressed
in double null gauge – decays with respect to a foliation of the form (1.4). The above
theorem indicates consistency, in the context of the Einstein equations. Namely to prove
the global existence of the developments considered in [Sch16] — corresponding to the
regions R above — we need to recover assumptions of the form (A:I,I,II,II), which
correspond directly to geometric properties of solutions to the eikonal equation, from
knowledge of data and the behavior of the Weyl curvature of the spacetime. Now the
main obstacles in doing so already appear to leading order, meaning they are unrelated
to the specific decay rate of the Weyl curvature, but already occur when the conformal
Weyl curvature vanishes identically, namely in the setting of de Sitter which is treated
in this paper.
1.3 Overview
The geometry of the de Sitter spacetime is described from several points of view in
Section 3. The construction of spherical and ellipsoidal double null foliations in Section 4,
and the proof of the Proposition, are explicit, and can be read independently of the rest
of the paper.
In Section 2 we discuss the setup relevant for Theorem, and give a fast paced pre-
liminary discussion — assuming familiarity with the null structure equations given in
Section 5.2 — highlighting the necessary behavior of various geometric quantities, for the
conclusions of the Theorem to hold. This informs the bootstrap assumptions presented
in Section 2.2, and explains the role of the mass aspect function in this problem.
The overall argument for the proof of the Theorem follows the strategy in [Chr09]:
Based on the bootstrap assumptions we derive L∞ and L4 estimates for the connection
coefficients from propagation equations in Sections 5.4, 5.5. These give sufficient control
on the conformal factor in (1.9), see in particular the discussion of the uniformization
theorem in Section 6, to derive the validity of various elliptic estimates for Hodge systems
on (Su,v, g/) (by reduction to the Calderon-Zygmund estimates on S2), which are discussed
in Section 6.3. In Section 7 we then turn to the analysis of the coupled systems, of
propagation equations along the characteristics and elliptic systems on the spheres,
which together with a suitable choice of data at infinity yield the improvement of the
initial bootstrap assumptions.
A general discussion of the eikonal equation is given in Section 5.1, and we have
included a discussion of the sections of shear free null hypersurfaces as graphs over
round spheres in Section 8.1.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Mihalis Dafermos for an enlight-
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2 Construction of global solutions from infinity
2.1 Set-up of the characteristic problem
Let (H, h) be de Sitter spacetime. We will express g = h in double null coordinates
(u, v;ϑ1, ϑ2) on a domain (u, v) ∈ D+, where for fixed u+ > 0, and v+ > 0,
D+ :=
{
(u, v) : 0 ≤ u ≤ u+, 0 ≤ v ≤ v+
}
. (2.1)
The metric takes the form (1.3). Here u, and v, are solutions to the eikonal equation
(1.8), which are increasing to the future. We denote the level sets of u, a null hypersur-
face, by Cu ⊂ H, similary the level set of v by Cv ⊂ H. We refer the reader to Chapter 1
in [Chr09] for basic definitions of all geometric quantities, and assume familiarity with
the notation introduced therein.
The hypersurfaces C+ := Cu+ , and C+ := Cv+ play the role of a “last slice”, in the
sense that we construct solutions to the eikonal equation in the past of C+ ∪C+. In all
constructions Su,v = Cu ∩ Cv are compact spacelike surfaces diffeomorphic to S2, and
the area radius is defined by (1.2). The coordinates and (ϑ1, ϑ2) are chosen on S+, then
first transported along C+, then along Cv; see Chapter 1.4 in [Chr09] for further details.
We are interested in the case that S+ := C+∩C+ can be identified with a sphere S∞+ ⊂
I+,8 in particular r(u+, v+) = ∞. Moreover we take C+ to be spherically symmetric,
and Cv to be shear-free, as described next in Section 2.1.1.
2.1.1 Data on C+
Let p ∈ H ⊂ R4+1 be a point in de Sitter, and C+ = C+p ∩H where C+p is the future-
directed cone emanating from p in the ambient Minkowski spacetime R4+1.
A preferred foliation of the null hypersurface C+ is obtained by viewing the spacetime
H as spherically symmetric with respect to a timelike geodesic Γ passing through p. By a
suitable choice of cartesian coordinates (t, x, x′) ∈ R1+1+3 we can take Γ(t) = (t,−〈t〉, 0),
and p = Γ(tp).
8In this case C+ and C+ in fact do not intersect in H, see Section 4.
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Consider the null hypersurfaces C(t) = C+Γ(t) ∩ H emanating from the antipodal
geodesic Γ(t) = (t, 〈t〉, 0). The sections S+t = C+ ∩ C(t) give a preferred foliation of C+
by round 2-spheres.
In fact by Lemma 4.3 the null hypersurfaces C(t) = C+Γ(t) ∩ H, and C(t), are the
level sets Cu, and Cv of the functions
u(t, x, x′) = −1
4
log
( t+ x
t− x
|x′|+ 1
|x′| − 1
)
, v(t, x, x′) = −1
4
log
(t− x
t+ x
|x′|+ 1
|x′| − 1
)
. (2.2)
In these double null coordinates the metric h takes the form (4.1).
In the following we will keep the null hypersurface C+ = C(Γ(tp)) = Cu+ , and the
global solution to the eikonal equation v, whose level sets trace out a preferred family
of sections on C+.
We compute on C+:
g/(u+,v) = r
2(u+, v)
◦
γ (2.3)
χˆ = 0 trχ =
2
r
Ω (2.4)
Ω2 = r2 − 1 ω = r (2.5)
η = 0 η = −η = 0 (2.6)
K =
1
r2
(2.7)
trχ =
2
r
Ω (2.8)
The null hypersurfaces Cv are shear-free which can also be proven purely from the
data on C+:
Lemma 2.1. Let Ω2χˆ|Su+,v+ = 0 then χˆ = 0 everywhere, i.e. the null hypersurfaces Cv
are all shear-free.
Proof. Since η = η = 0, χˆ = 0 on C0, first note that (5.15) reduces in view of (5.17) to
Dˆ(Ωχˆ) = 0 : on C+ (2.9)
Therefore, again using that χˆ = 0 on C+:
D|Ω2χˆ|2 = (2ω − Ω trχ)|Ω2χˆ|2 (2.10)
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which obviously implies χˆ = 0 on C+ provided Ω
2χˆ
∣∣
Su+,v+
= 0.
Now we can use (5.14) to derive
D|Ω2χˆ′|2 = 2(2ω − Ω trχ)|Ω2χˆ′|2 − 2Ωχˆ]](Ω2χˆ′,Ω2χˆ′) (2.11)
which implies
|D|Ω2χˆ′|2| ≤ 2(Ω|χˆ|+ |2ω − Ω trχ|)|Ω2χˆ′|2 (2.12)
Hence by Gronwall’s inequality χˆ ≡ 0.
2.1.2 Data on C+
Let C+ be the “last” null hypersurface Cv that intersects C+, namely C+ = Cv+ where
v+ is chosen such that S+ = C+ ∩ C+ has infinite area, i.e. r(u+, v+) = ∞. We will
prescribe the level sets of u on C+, and extend u as a solution to the eikonal equation
(1.8) to the past of C+ ∪ C+.
The Theorem makes reference to a foliation of C+ by level sets S
+
u relative to which
the mass aspect function µ defined in (1.10), or more precisely the renormalised quantity
µ˘ of (1.11), is asymptotically constant. A few comments are in order about how to
achieve such a foliation “on the last slice”: Since
η + η = 2d/ log Ω (2.13)
we have
µ˘+ µ˘ = −2ρ[W ] + (χˆ, χˆ) + 1
2
trχ trχ− 2− 24/ log Ω (2.14)
where µ is the conjugate mass aspect function defined in (5.40). Here ρ[W ] = 0, and
χˆ = 0. Moreover since µ˘, and trχ trχ, are independent of Ω, the prescription of µ˘ yields
an equation for Ω.9 For example the choice µ˘ = µ˘ yields the equation of motion of
surfaces:
24/ log Ω = 1
4
(
trχ trχ− trχ trχ
)
+ div/ η (2.15)
In other words given a section S+u this elliptic equation determines the lapse of the
foliation of C+ by the surfaces S
+
u , and thus can be viewed as defining a flow of surfaces
along the generators of C+. We do not study this geometric flow in this paper, but the
existence theory is developed in [KN03] (in the asymptotically flat setting).
While this is a problem of constructing the initial (or final) data, we focus in this
paper on controlling the solutions to the eikonal equation with this prescribed data. In
fact, instead of working with a “constant mass aspect foliation” we will assume directly
that the foliation is such that
‖µ˘− µ˘‖L∞(Su,v+ )≤ C/r3(u, v+) . (2.16)
9Since η, and trχ trχ, and hence µ do not depend on Ω, the function µ on S+u can be computed
from knowledge of the section S+u alone. See Section 3.3.3 in [KN03] for details.
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Further assumptions on the foliation of Cv+ are made in Sections 5.5, and 7. It
can however be expected that these properties follow from the analysis of (2.15), and a
suitable choice of a single section S+u ; see Section 3 in [KN03].
2.1.3 de Sitter values
For future reference we note here de Sitter values in the spherically symmetric double
null foliation (2.2), c.f. Section 4.1:
Ω2 = r2 − 1 (2.17)
trχ = trχ =
2
r
Ω (2.18)
ω = ω = r (2.19)
2.2 Bootstrap assumptions
We will make the following bootstrap assumptions on the null structure coefficients:∣∣log(Ω
r
)∣∣ ≤ ∆0 (A:0)
trχ ≥ 1 (A:I.i)
trχ ≥ 1 (A:I.i)
|2ω − Ω trχ| ≤ ∆I (A:I.ii)
|2ω − Ω trχ| ≤ ∆I (A:I.ii)
|Ω trχ− Ω trχ| ≤ ∆I (A:I.iii)
|Ω trχ− Ω trχ| ≤ ∆I (A:I.iii)
Ω2|d/ω| ≤ ∆II (A:II.i)
Ω2|d/ω| ≤ ∆II (A:II.i)
‖−Ω3∇/ 2ω‖−L4(Su,v) ≤ ∆II (A:II.ii)
‖−Ω3∇/ 2ω‖−L4(Su,v) ≤ ∆II (A:II.ii)
Many of these assumptions will be recovered under a smallness condition on the
domain in (u, v) coordinates, and we will refer to this condition as
u+ − u 1 v+ − v  1 ()
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2.3 Preliminary discussion
Consider the domain D+ is the past of C+ ∪ C+ foliated by the transversal null hyper-
surfaces Cu, Cv, u ≤ u+, v ≤ v+. As we have seen above we can achieve the shear-free
case
χˆ = 0 , (2.25)
by prescribing spherically symmetric data for v on C+, and Ω
2χˆ|S+ = 0. From non-trivial
data for u on C+ we will obtain non-trivial spheres of intersection Su,v = Cu∩Cv, and we
are interested in the geometry of the spheres Su,v as the area radius r(u, v)→∞. Here we
give a preliminary discussion under what conditions these spheres remain conformal to
the round sphere with a uniformly bounded conformal factor, and what are the necessary
conditions for r2(u, v)K(u, v), where K is the Gauss curvature, to be uniformly bounded
on D+.
2.3.1 Estimates of the conformal factor
We have
Dg/ = 2Ωχ = Ω trχg/ (2.26)
and since g/u+,v = r
2(u+, v)
◦
γ, we know that g/ is always conformal to
◦
γ. We parametrize
the conformal factor by
g/ = r2e2ψ
◦
γ (2.27)
then we find that
2Dψ = Ω trχ− Ω trχ (2.28)
and
2Dd/ψ = d/
(
Ω trχ
)
(2.29)
We could in fact exploit the Codazzi equations here, which imply in the shear-free
case that
d/(Ω trχ) = Ω trχη (2.30)
hence
D(Ω2|d/ψ|2) = (2ω − Ω trχ)Ω2|d/ψ|2 + Ω trχ(Ωd/ψ,Ωη) (2.31)
Moreover
2D∇/ d/ψ = ∇/ (Ω trχη) + i · d/ψ |i| ≤ |∇/ (Ω trχ)|
= Ω trχ η · η + Ω trχ∇/ η + i · d/ψ (2.32)
hence
2D
(
Ω4|∇/ d/ψ|2) = 2(2ω − Ω trχ)Ω4|∇/ d/ψ|2
+ Ω trχ
(
Ω2∇/ d/ψ,Ωη · (Ωη + Ωd/ψ) + Ω2∇/ η
)
(2.33)
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Lemma 2.2. Suppose g/u+,v = r
2(u+, v)
◦
γ, and χˆ = 0 on D+. Moreover assume that
(A:I) holds on D+, and:
|Ω2η| . 1 (2.34a)
‖−Ω3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (2.34b)
Then
|ψ|+ Ω|d/ψ|+ ‖−Ω2∇/ 2ψ‖−L4(Su,v) . u+ − u (2.35)
Proof. Note that ψ = 0 on C+. Hence the bound for ψ follows immediately from (2.28).
From (2.31) and Lemma 5.7 below we infer
Ω|d/ψ| . e2∆(u+−u)
∫ u+
u
sup trχΩ2|η|du
Finally let us apply Lemma 5.22 to (2.33) to infer that
‖−Ω2∇/ d/ψ‖−L4(Su,v) . e∆u+
∫ u+
u
‖Ω2η‖L∞(Su′,v)
(‖Ωη‖L∞(Su′,v)+‖Ωd/ψ‖L∞(Su′,v))
+ ‖−Ω3∇/ η‖−L4(Su′,v) du′
Remark 2.3. The significance of the above bounds on ψ is that under these uniforms
bounds on ψ we can establish the elliptic estimates for the conformally covariant systems
on the sphere in Section 6.3, in particular the Calderon-Zygmund estimate of Lemma 6.8.
Remark 2.4. The Lemma shows in particular the necessary behavior of the torsion η.
The analysis of the coupled sytem in Section 7.2 will provide these bounds. See also
Section 5.4.4, and Section 5.5.4, using the propagation equations for η, and η.
2.3.2 Null expansions
One of the most important bootstrap assumption is (A:I.ii), (A:I.ii). In Section 5.4.5
we will see that the propagation equation for 2ω − Ω trχ involves
µ˘ := K − div/ η + 1
2
trχ trχ− 2 (2.36)
Lemma 2.5. Suppose (A:I,II) hold, and moreover Ω2|µ˘| . 1, then
|2ω − Ω trχ| . u+ − u
Proof. See Section 5.4.5.
In other words to recover (A:I.ii), it is necessary that |µ˘| . r−2.
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2.3.3 Torsion system
We saw above that to obtain the required bounds on the conformal factor it is necessary
to assume that
‖Ω2η‖L∞(Su,v)+‖−Ω3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (2.37)
Recall that the torsion is defined by
η(X) =
1
2
g(∇XL′,Ω2L′) (2.38)
where L′, and L′ are the null geodesic vectorfields L′ = −2du], L′ = −2dv].
We shall now discuss how these bounds are obtained from systems of elliptic equa-
tions on the sphere coupled to propagation equations.
From the above definition of (5.49), in the case ρ[W ] = 0, σ[W ] = 0, χˆ = 0,
div/ η = −µ˘+ 1
4
trχ trχ− 1 (2.39)
curl/ η = 0 (2.40)
However, µ˘ cannot decay faster than |µ˘| . r−2 (consider the spherically symmetric case),
so the above system cannot yield the desired bound on η.
We define the mass aspect function by
µ := K − div/ η + 1
4
trχ trχ− 1 = −ρ[W ] + 1
2
(χˆ, χˆ)− div/ η . (2.41)
Remark 2.6. Note that in the case of a section Su,v contained in the shear-free null
hypersurface Cv, χˆ = 0, in an ambient spacetime of vanishing Weyl curvature, ρ[W ] = 0,
we have ∫
Su,v
µdµg/ = 0 (2.42)
This can be interpreted that no mass is contained in the spheres Su,v in de Sitter. For
related notions of mass, and mass aspect, in asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes see
[ST15, Tod15, CasJK13, CasI16, CGNP18, CWY16a, CWY16b].
Thus in the shear-free case on de Sitter η is determined from
div/ η = −µ curl/ η = 0 (2.43)
and Lemma 6.8 — which applies if the conclusions of Lemma 2.2 hold — implies
‖−r2η‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−r3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−r3µ‖−L4(Su,v) (2.44)
Thus it is necessary to establish that r3|µ| . 1.
See Section 5.3.1, 5.3.2 for the derivation of the propagation equation of the mass
aspect function. We note here under what further assumptions it can be expected that
µ has the desired property.
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Lemma 2.7. Suppose (A:0,A:I) hold. Let us also assume that:
Ω2|χˆ| . 1 Ω2|η|+ Ω2|η| . 1 (2.45a)
Ω|∇/ (Ωχˆ)| . 1 Ω2|∇/ η| . 1 (2.45b)
Ω4|4/ log Ω| . 1 (2.45c)
Then
r3|µ| ≤ C (2.46)
Proof. By the propagation equation for µ,
D(Ω3µ) =
3
2
(
2ω − Ω trχ)Ω3µ− 1
2
Ω4 trχ
(
div/ η + div/ η + |η|2)− 1
4
trχΩ4|χˆ|2
+ 2Ω div/ (Ωχˆ) · Ω2(η − η) + 2(Ω2χˆ,Ω2∇/ η) + 2Ω4χˆ(η, η)
which implies the statement of the Lemma.
Alternatively, we return to (5.49), and pass from µ˘ to
µ˜ = µ˘− µ˘ (2.47)
which satisfies:
div/ η = −µ˜+ 1
4
(
trχ trχ− trχ trχ
)
. (2.48)
The resulting system for µ˘ has advantages compared to the corresponding system for
µ,10 see Section 5.3.3.
2.3.4 Bounds on the null lapse
Finally we note a conclusion about the null lapse that can be achieved under a suitable
gauge condition. Recall that a foliation of C+ by surfaces S
+
u can be constructed by
solving (2.15), where we are free to prescribe the average of log Ω on S+u .
In view of (2.13), Lemma 6.10 implies
‖log Ω− log Ω‖L∞(S) . ‖−r∇/ log Ω‖−Lp(S) . ‖−rη‖−Lp(S) +‖−rη‖−Lp(S) . r−1 (2.49)
so the required bounds on η and η also imply that
r‖log(Ω
r
)− log(Ω
r
)‖L∞(S) . 1 . (2.50)
Lemma 2.8. Assume (A:I.ii). Set log r−1Ω = 0: on C+. Then
log
(Ω
r
)
. r−1 (2.51)
In particular, the Lemma shows that with this gauge choice
Ω
r
= 1 +O(r−1) . (2.52)
10In the context of a double null foliation, the system for µ˘ decouples the dependence on ∇/ 2 log Ω,
which already featured as one of the assumptions in Lemma 2.7. C.f. Section 4.3.9 in [KN03].
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(t, x, x′) ∈ Rn+1
t, x ∈ R, x′ ∈ Rn−1
(0,−1, 0)
(u, 1, y)
−t2 + |(x, x′)|2 = 1
x = 1
Figure 7: Stereographic projection of de Sitter spacetime on Minkowski space.
3 Representations of the de Sitter geometry
3.1 Stereographic coordinates
Let us choose coordinates (t, x, x′) ∈ R5, with t, x ∈ R, and x′ ∈ R3, and fix (0,−1, 0)
as the base point of the projection. We then project the hyperboloid H on the plane
x = 1, which is 3 + 1-dimensional Minkowski space with the induced metric of the
ambient space. In other words, we assign to every point (t, x, x′) ∈ H coordinates (u, y),
such that (u, 1, y) is on the line from (0,−1, 0) to (t, x, x′), c.f. Fig 7. This implies that
for some λ ∈ R: λ((u, 1, y)− (0,−1, 0)) = (t, x, x′)− (0,−1, 0), or
λu = t 2λ = x+ 1 λy = x′ . (3.1)
Moreover, since (t, x, x′) ∈ H, namely
1 = −t2 + x2 + |x′|2 = −λ2u2 + (2λ− 1)2 + λ2|y|2 (3.2)
we obtain
λ =
4
4− u2 + |y|2 (3.3)
and conclude that
t =
4u
4− u2 + |y|2 , x =
4 + u2 − |y|2
4− u2 + |y|2 , x
′ =
4y
4− u2 + |y|2 . (3.4)
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−u2 + |y|2 = −4
|u| = |y|
−u2 + |y|2 > 0
u
x = 1
t
x
R1+4
φ
Figure 8: Domain and range of stereographic projection of de Sitter. The domain of φ is
the region bounded by two sheets of spacelike hyperbolas in 3+1-dimensional Minkowski
space (dashed curves), and the range of φ is the time-like hyperboloid in R5 minus the
future and past of the base point (shaded region).
Note that the map thus defined
φ : (u, y) 7→ (t, x, x′) (3.5)
only maps a subset of x = 1 onto a subset of H, c.f. Fig. 8. More precisely, the domain
is
D = {(u, y) : −u2 + |y|2 > −4} ⊂ R1+3 (3.6)
and the image is
R = {(t, x, x′) ∈ H : x > −1} ⊂ H ⊂ R5 . (3.7)
Lemma 3.1. In (u, y) coordinates the de Sitter metric takes the form
h = e−2Φ(u,y)
(
−du2 + |dy|2
)
, (3.8)
where
eΦ(u,φ) = 1 +
1
4
(−u2 + |y|2) . (3.9)
Given that the map φ : D → R ⊂ H is explicit, and h = m|H in induced by
the Minkowski metric, the proof of the Lemma is an elementary calculation of the
components of
h(v,w) = m(dφ · v, dφ · w) , v, w ∈ T(u,y)R3+1 . (3.10)
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Proof. Consider a vector
v = vu
∂
∂u
+ vi
∂
∂yi
∈ T(u,y)R3+1 (3.11)
in the x = 1 plane at a point (u, y). The differential of φ, dφ will send this vector to
vector at φ(u, y) ∈ R tangential to H,
dφ · v ∈ Tφ(u,y)H , (3.12)
and the de Sitter metric on H is simply the induced Minkowski metric m of the ambient
space R1+4. We thus wish to calculate the components of
g(v, w) = m(dφ · v, dφ · w) , (3.13)
which are
guu = m(dφ · ∂
∂u
, dφ · ∂
∂u
) = mµν
∂φµ
∂u
∂φν
∂u
(3.14a)
gui = m(dφ · ∂
∂u
, dφ · ∂
∂yi
) = mµν
∂φµ
∂u
∂φν
∂yi
(3.14b)
gij = m(dφ · ∂
∂yi
, dφ · ∂
∂yj
) = mµν
∂φµ
∂yi
∂φν
∂yj
. (3.14c)
Since
∂t
∂u
∂t
∂yi
∂x
∂u
∂x
∂yi
∂x′k
∂u
∂x′k
∂yi
 = 4(
4− u2 + |y|2)2×
×
4 + u2 + |y|2 −2uyi4u −4yi
2uyk (4− u2 + |y|2)δik − 2yiyk
 (3.15)
we obtain from the above
guu = − 16(
4− u2 + |y|2)2 (3.16a)
gui = 0 (3.16b)
gij =
16(
4− u2 + |y|2)2 δij (3.16c)
or
g =
1(
1 + 1
4
(−u2 + |y|2))2
(
−du2 + |dy|2
)
. (3.17)
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xx′1
x′2
|x′|
Figure 9: S3 as spherically symmetric space foliated by S2 of radius |x′|.
In view of the conformal property of the Weyl curvature W , it follows in particular
that
W [h] = e−2ΦW [m] = 0 (3.18)
namely that h is conformally flat.
3.2 Static coordinates
The idea is to introduce a spherical coordinate system relative to a fixed observer. We
choose this observer, or the origin of this coordinate system to be the curve
t 7→ (t, x =
√
1 + t2, x′ = 0) (3.19)
in the coordinates of the ambient space R5. Each level set of t in H is an S3 of radius
1 + t2:
x2 + |x′|2 = 1 + t2 (3.20)
We can think of that S3 as (0, pi)×S2, where then |x′| is the radius of the S2, c.f. Fig. 9.
Thus we introduce as one coordinate
r = |x′| = 4|y|
4− u2 + |y|2 (3.21)
In addition we introduce a new time coordinate t′ which is constant on the level sets
of t/x. An appropriate choice is
t′ =
1
2
log
∣∣∣x+ t
x− t
∣∣∣ = 1
2
log
∣∣∣(2 + u)2 − |y|2
(2− u)2 − |y|2
∣∣∣ . (3.22)
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HR5
r = 0
r = 1
t = x t = −x
r = 0
r = 1
t
t/x = c
S
Figure 10: Level sets of r in de Sitter space.
Lemma 3.2. The de Sitter metric in (t′, r) coordinates reads
h = −(1− r2)dt′2 + 1
1− r2 dr
2 + r2γ˚ . (3.23)
Proof. Let us express the metric on R1+3 in spherically symmetric form,
− du2 + |dy|2 = −du2 + d|y|2 + |y|2 ◦γ , (3.24)
where
◦
γ is the standard metric on S2; (we keep here |y| as the notation for the radial
variable, to avoid introducing more notation for yet another variable, say ρ = |y|). Now
we calculate
dr =
4(
4− u2 + |y|2)2 (2u|y|du+ (4− u2 − |y|2)d|y|) (3.25)
dt′ =
4(
(2 + u)2 − |y|2)((2− u)2 − |y|2)((4− u2 − |y|2)du+ 2u|y|d|y|) (3.26)
and therefore clearly
− 1
16
(
(2 + u)2 − |y|2)2((2− u)2 − |y|2)2dt′2 + 1
16
(
4− u2 + |y|2)4dr2 =
=
(
(4− u2 + |y|2)2 − 16|y|2
)(−du2 + d|y|2) (3.27)
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which indeed yields
g =
16(
4− u2 + |y|2)2 (−du2 + |dy|2) =
= −
(
4− u2 + |y|2)2 − 16|y|2
(4− u2 + |y|2)2 dt
′2 +
(
4− u2 + |y|2)2
(4− u2 + |y|2)2 − 16|y|2 dr
2 +
16|y|2
(4− u2 + |y|2)2
◦
γ
(3.28)
or
g = −(1− r2)dt′2 + 1
1− r2 dr
2 + r2γ˚ . (3.29)
We have derived this form of the metric in the domain
S =
{
(t, x, x′) ∈ H : x > |t|
}
(3.30)
None of the metric coefficients depend on t′, and ∂t′ is orthogonal to the level sets of t′,
thus the spacetime metric is indeed static on S.
The metric in this form is spherically symmetric, the center r = 0 being a time-
like curve that lies opposite to the base point of the stereographic projection; since the
latter was chosen arbitrarily, static coordinate patches can be introduced for any given
timelike geodesic in H. The static region S is the intersection of the past and future of
the central line r = 0. (This is particularly easy to see in the stereographic coordinates.)
The boundary of S is a bifurcate null hypersurface C: the cosmological horizon.
Indeed, r = 1 implies t = |x| which is a null line, namely the straight lines in R5 that
rules the hyperboloid H. In the stereographic picture this is the set u = ±|2 − |y||, a
null hypersurface in R1+3.
We summarize the causal geometry thus described in the Penrose diagram; see Fig. 3.
4 Explicit double null foliations of de Sitter
A convenient feature of the representation of de Sitter as a time-like hyperboloid em-
bedded in Minkowski space is that the causal structure of de Sitter is then induced by
the ambient Minkowski space. In particular cones in Minkowski space emanating from
a point on the hyperboloid trace out null hypersurfaces in de Sitter spacetime. This
yields an elegant approach to construct solutions of the eikonal equation in de Sitter,
which we will employ in particular to construct non-spherical double null foliations.
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4.1 Spherically symmetric foliations
We first construct spherically symmetric double null foliations by intersecting cones
emanating from antipodal lines. This will lead to coordinates such that the metric takes
the form
h = −4(r2 − 1)du∗dv∗ + r2 ◦γ . (4.1)
Most importantly, we will find the function u∗, v∗ : H → R explicitly in terms of the
ambient coordinates, which will be used in Section 4.3.
For any point (t, x, x′) ∈ R×R×R3 let us denote by C±(t,x,x′) the forward/backward
cone emanating from (t, x, x′) in R1+4:
C±(t,x,x′) =
{
(t′, y, y′) : t′ − t = ±
√
(y − x)2 + |y′ − x′|2
}
(4.2)
Now consider the two anti-podal geodesics Γ,Γ in H:
Γ ∪ Γ = H ∩ {(t, x, x′) : x′ = 0} = {(t, x, 0) : −t2 + x2 = 1} (4.3)
In fact let us define,
Γ(t) = (t,−〈t〉, 0) Γ(t) = (t, 〈t〉, 0) 〈t〉 =
√
1 + t2 (4.4)
and
C(t) = C+Γ(t) ∩H C(t) = C+Γ(t) ∩H (4.5)
Lemma 4.1. The null hypersurfaces C(t) and C(t) are given by
C(t) =
{
(s, x, x′) : x = −1 + st〈t〉 , |x
′| = s− t〈t〉 , s ≥ t
}
(4.6)
C(t) =
{
(s, x, x′) : x =
1 + st
〈t〉 , |x
′| = s− t〈t〉 , s ≥ t
}
(4.7)
Moreover, for any t + t < 0 the intersection S(t, t) = C(t) ∩ C(t) is a round 2-spheres
of radius
|x′| = −〈t〉+ 〈t〉
t+ t
(4.8)
Remark 4.2. In particular “future null infinity” can be identified with11
I+=˙
⋃
t∈R
S(t,−t) (4.9)
11The null hypersurfaces C(t) and C(−t) do not intersect, in other words S(t,−t) is not a sphere in
H, and can thus only be thought of as “attached” to H in a larger space H ∪ I+.
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Proof. If (s, x, x′) ∈ C(t) then it satisfies the equations
s− t =
√
(x+ 〈t〉)2 + |x′|2 (4.10)
−s2 + x2 + |x′|2 = 1 (4.11)
which implies
s = −1 + x〈t〉
t
(4.12)
Similarly, for (s, x, x′) ∈ C(t),
s = −1− x〈t〉
t
(4.13)
Solving these for x we obtain, respectively
x = −1 + st〈t〉 x =
1 + st
〈t〉 (4.14)
It also follows from (4.11) and (4.12), and (4.13) respectively, that
|x′| = |〈t〉+ x||t| |x
′| = |〈t〉 − x||t| (4.15)
and thus, respectively,
|x′| = |t− s|〈t〉 |x
′| = |t− s|〈t〉 (4.16)
Since s > t, and s > t, respectively we can drop the absolute value accordingly. For
(s, x, x′) ∈ S(t, t) then both formulas for x′ are satisfied and we can solve for
s = −1 + 〈t〉〈t〉 − tt
t+ t
(4.17)
Inserting back into the formula for (4.16) we obtain
|x′| = −〈t〉+ 〈t〉
t+ t
. (4.18)
The cosmological horizons of the observers Γ, and Γ are:
C = lim
t→−∞
C+Γ(t) ∩H =
{
(s, x, x′) : x = s, |x′| = s, s ∈ R
}
(4.19)
C = lim
t→−∞
C+Γ(t) ∩H =
{
(s, x, x′) : x = −s, |x′| = 1, s ∈ R
}
(4.20)
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Recall that with t′ = t′(x, t) defined as in (3.22) the metric in (t′, r)-coordinates takes
the form (3.29); in fact in the region t > |x|, let us set
t′ =
1
2
log
t− x
t+ x
(4.21)
Since null coordinates are given by
u∗ =
1
2
(
r∗ + t′
)
v∗ =
1
2
(
r∗ − t′) (4.22)
−4(r2 − 1)du∗dv∗ = − 1
r2 − 1dr
2 + (r2 − 1)dt′2 (4.23)
where
r∗ = −
∫ ∞
r
dr
r2 − 1 =
1
2
log
r − 1
r + 1
(4.24)
we are led to the following functions whose level sets are the null hypersurfaces Ct:
Lemma 4.3. Let u, v : H → R be the following functions:
u(t, x, x′) =
|x′|+ 1
|x′| − 1
t+ x
t− x (4.25a)
v(t, x, x′) =
|x′|+ 1
|x′| − 1
t− x
t+ x
(4.25b)
then for all t, t ∈ R,
C(t) =
{
(t, x, x′) : u(t, x, x′) =
〈t〉 − t
〈t〉+ t
}
(4.26a)
C(t) =
{
(t, x, x′) : v(t, x, x′) =
〈t〉 − t
〈t〉+ t
}
(4.26b)
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 we have that for any (s, x, x′) ∈ C(t):
|x′|+ 1
|x′| − 1 =
s− (t− 〈t〉)
s− (t+ 〈t〉) (4.27a)
s+ x
s− x =
s (〈t〉 − t)− 1
s (〈t〉+ t) + 1 (4.27b)
and thus by direct computation:
s+ x
s− x
|x′|+ 1
|x′| − 1 =
〈t〉 − t
〈t〉+ t
s2 +
(
(〈t〉 − t)− (〈t〉 − t)−1)s− 1
s2 +
(
(t+ 〈t〉)−1 − (t+ 〈t〉))s− 1 (4.28)
and the result follows, because the coefficient to both quadratics in the second term
= −2t. Moreover it follows from Lemma 4.1 that if (s, x, x′) ∈ C(t), then (s,−x, x′) ∈
C(t), so
v(t, x, x′) = u(t,−x, x′) = 〈t〉 − t〈t〉+ t . (4.29)
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Note in particular that
lim
t→−∞
u|Ct =∞ lim
t→0
u|Ct = 1 lim
t→∞
u|Ct = 0 (4.30a)
lim
t→−∞
v|Ct =∞ limt→0 v|Ct = 1 limt→∞ v|Ct = 0 (4.30b)
A suitable set of null coordinates are thus obtained by setting
2u∗(t, x, x′) = −1
2
log u(t, x, x′) 2v∗(t, x, x′) = −1
2
log v(t, x, x′) (4.31)
which then have the range (−∞,∞).
Since apparently
2u∗|C(t) = 1
2
log u−1|C(t) = arsinh(t) (4.32)
we will simply denote by
Cu∗ = C(sinh(2u
∗)) (4.33a)
Cv∗ = C(sinh(2v
∗)) (4.33b)
and
Su∗,v∗ = Cu∗ ∩ Cv∗ (4.34)
Corollary 4.4. If (t, x, x′) ∈ Su∗,v∗ then
t = −cosh(u∗ − v∗)
sinh(u∗ + v∗)
x =
sinh(u∗ − v∗)
sinh(u∗ + v∗)
(4.35)
|x′| = −cosh(u∗ + v∗)
sinh(u∗ + v∗)
=
(
tanh |r∗|
)−1
(4.36)
Proof. Let us begin with the formula for the radius:
On one hand, we know that
Su∗,v∗ = C(sinh 2u
∗) ∩ C(sinh 2v∗)
and thus by Lemma 4.1,
|x′| = −〈sinh 2u
∗〉+ 〈sinh 2v∗〉
sinh 2u∗ + sinh 2v∗
= −cosh 2u
∗ + cosh 2v∗
sinh 2u∗ + sinh 2v∗
On the other hand it follows directly from (4.22) that
u∗ + v∗ =
1
2
log
r − 1
r + 1
and hence
r = −e
2u∗ + e−2v
∗
e2u∗ − e−2v∗ = −
coshu∗ + v∗
sinhu∗ + v∗
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To see that the two formulas are the same simply insert (4.22) in the first one, to obtain
also
|x′| = −cosh r
∗
sinh r∗
This formula follows of course also directly from (4.24).
Let us now turn to the formulas for t, and x:
By (4.22) and (4.21) we have
u∗ − v∗ = 1
2
log
t− x
t+ x
hence
t
x
= − 1
tanh(u∗ − v∗) .
Since (t, x, x′) ∈ H we can now solve for x:
x2 =
sinh2(u∗ − v∗)
sinh2(u∗ + v∗)
and infer the sign from the condition that for v∗ = 0 we must have x = 1. The formula
for t then follows.
Finally, these are of course precisely the double null coordinates introduced above,
such that the metric takes the form (4.1), namely
h = −4Ω2du∗dv∗ + r2 ◦γAB dϑAdϑB (4.37)
where now
Ω2(t, x, x′) = r2 − 1 = |x′|2 − 1 . (4.38)
4.2 Examples of ellipsoidal double null foliations
We shall now construct a double null foliation for which the intersections are not spheres
but ellipsoids. Recall that the spherically symmetric foliation was constructed by con-
sidering intersections of cones emanating from antipodal geodesics Γ, Γ. We shall now
consider cones emanating from points which are slightly displaced from these geodesics.
For simplicity let us leave the null hypersurfaces C(t) emanating from points Γ(t) =
(t, 〈t〉, 0) unchanged. In fact, let us fix in particular the null hypersurface C(0) =
C+Γ(0)∩H emanating from (0, 1, 0), and observe that C(0) is contained in the hyperplane
x = 1:
C(0) = C+Γ(0) ∩H =
{
(t, 1, x′) : t = |x′|
}
(4.39)
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Note that indeed on C(0) we have that v|C(0) = 1, and thus v∗|C(0) = 0. On C(0) we
also have a simple relation between v∗ and t = |x′| > 1:
u∗ =
1
2
log
t− 1
t+ 1
: on C(0) (4.40)
or
|x′| = t = −e
2u∗ + 1
e2u∗ − 1 u
∗ ∈ (−∞, 0) : on C(0) . (4.41)
In Section 4.1 we considered the cones intersected with H and vertices on Γ:
C() = C+Γ() ∩H , Γ() = (,−
√
1 + 2, 0) ,  < 0 (4.42)
Then the intersection of the null hypersurfaces C() and C(0) is a sphere
S() = C(0) ∩ C() =
{
(t, 1, x′) : t = |x′| = 1 +
√
1 + 2
||
}
(4.43)
Also note that u∗|C() = 12 +O(2). In particular the “sphere at infinity” where C(0),
and C(0) “meet in the Penrose diagram” is identified with S(0).
Let us now consider a null hypersurface in H emanating from a vertex slightly
displaced from Γ:
C(, δ) = C+(,x(,δ),x′δ)
∩H  < 0, 0 < δ <
√
1 + 2 (4.44)
where x′δ ∈ R3 with |x′δ| = δ, and x(, δ) = −
√
1 + 2 − δ2. We also introduce an angle
in the plane spanned by x′δ, and x
′ such that
〈x′, x′δ〉 = |x′||x′δ| cosϑ (4.45)
It is then easy to calculate that
S(, δ) = C(, δ) ∩ C(0)
=
{
(t, 1, x′) : 〈x′, x′δ〉 = |x′|δ cosϑ, |x′|(ϑ) = t(ϑ) =
1 +
√
1 + 2 − δ2
||+ δ cosϑ
} (4.46)
This means in particular that all sections S(, δ) are ellipsoids (with eccentricity δ/).
Moreover, for fixed  < 0 the deformation of the sphere S() (which lies in C(0) “away
from infinity”) to the ellipsoid S(, δ) cannot “move any point to infinity” as long as
δ < ||. However, if δ = || then S(, δ) “touches infinity” at exactly one point (the
antipodal point to x′δ); meanwhile it is clear that the intersections of C(δ, ) with the
cosmological horizon C is a “small deformation” of C ∩ C() (as we will show below).
Finally, if δ > || then only the “hemisphere” 0 ≤ ϑ ≤ arccos /δ of S(, δ) remains in
the spacetime. This case occurs also when we move the sphere S(, δ) “to infinty” by
taking → 0 while keeping δ > 0 fixed.
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||
δ
C+(,δ)
C C0
C
S
Γ
Γ()
C
Figure 11: Construction of a double null foliation in de Sitter with ellipsoidal sections de-
picted in the ambient 4+1-dimensional Minkowski space (left) and the Penrose diagram
(right).
4.3 Explicit parametrizations of ellipsoidal foliations
Another way to parametrize the transformation of the foliation above is to introduce
new coordinates (t, x˚, x˚′) such that the vertex of C(, δ) is at (,−〈〉, 0) in the new
coordinates: this can obviously be achieved by a rotation. Then in these coordinates we
can write down the level set of the cone emanating from this point, which we then can
express in the original coordinates (t, x, x′) as desired.
To that end, consider coordinates (t, x˚, x˚′) as follows:
(t, x˚, x˚′1, x˚
′
2, x˚
′
3) = (t, x cosϕ− x′1 sinϕ, x sinϕ+ x′1 cosϕ, x′2, x′3) (4.47)
Then, for a given 0 < ϕ < pi (now playing the role of δ above), consider the cone with
vertex at o = (t = , x˚ = −〈〉, x˚′ = 0),  < 0. According to Lemma 4.3
C,ϕ := C
+
o ∩H =
{
(t, x, x′) : uϕ(t, x, x′) =
〈〉+ ||
〈〉 − ||
}
(4.48)
where
uϕ(t, x, x
′) = u(t, x˚(x, x′), x˚′(x, x′))
=
x cosϕ− x′1 sinϕ+ t
x cosϕ− x′1 sinϕ− t
1 + |˚x′|
1− |˚x′| , x˚
′ = (x sinϕ+ x′1 cosϕ, x
′
2, x
′
3)
(4.49)
We shall express the level sets of uϕ in (u, v;ϑ
1, ϑ2) coordinates. In fact, let (ϑ1, ϑ2)
be polar coordinates on the spheres of radius r = |x′| such that x′1 = r cosϑ1, x′2 =
r sinϑ1 cosϑ2, x′3 = r sinϑ
1 sinϑ2.
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Lemma 4.5. Let (u∗, v∗;ϑ1, ϑ1) be the (spherical) double null coordinates introduced in
Section 4.1. Then for any  < 0, and −pi < ϕ < pi, the level sets of
2u∗ϕ(u
∗, v∗;ϑ1, ϑ2) = −1
2
log uϕ(u
∗, v∗;ϑ1, ϑ2) (4.50)
are null hypersurfaces in H, where
uϕ(u
∗, v∗;ϑ1, ϑ2) =
sinh(u∗ − v∗) cosϕ+ cosh(u∗ + v∗) cosϑ1 sinϕ− cosh(u∗ − v∗)
sinh(u∗ − v∗) cosϕ+ cosh(u∗ + v∗) cosϑ1 sinϕ+ cosh(u∗ − v∗)×
× sinh(u
∗ + v∗)− |r′ϕ(u∗, v∗, ϑ1)|
sinh(u∗ + v∗) + |r′ϕ(u∗, v∗, ϑ1)|
(4.51)
where r′ϕ is given by (4.57b).
In fact, {
(u∗, v∗;ϑ1, ϑ2) : uϕ(u∗, v∗;ϑ1, ϑ2) =
〈〉+ ||
〈〉 − ||
}
= C,ϕ . (4.52)
Proof. Recall that Corollary 4.4 allows us to substitute for (t, x, |x′|) in terms of (u∗, v∗),
if (t, x, x′) ∈ Su∗,v∗ .
As already discussed above, the null hypersurface C,ϕ emanates from the point
(t, x˚, x˚′) = (,−〈〉, 0),  < 0, and is given according to Lemma 4.3 as the level set
u(t, x˚, x˚′) =
x˚+ t
x˚− t
1 + |˚x′|
1− |˚x′| =
〈〉+ ||
〈〉 − || (4.53)
Since
x˚ = x cosϕ− x′1 sinϕ (4.54a)
x˚′1 = x sinϕ+ x
′
1 cosϕ (4.54b)
|˚x′| =
√
(x2 − x′21 ) sin2 ϕ+ 2xx′1 sinϕ cosϕ+ |x′|2 (4.54c)
x′1 = |x′| cosϑ1 (4.54d)
we can find explicitly:
uϕ(t, x, x
′) = u(t, x˚(x, x′), x˚(x, x′)) (4.55)
First note that
x˚+ t
x˚− t =
sinh(u∗ − v∗) cosϕ+ cosh(u∗ + v∗) cosϑ1 sinϕ− cosh(u∗ − v∗)
sinh(u∗ − v∗) cosϕ+ cosh(u∗ + v∗) cosϑ1 sinϕ+ cosh(u∗ − v∗) (4.56)
and secondly,
1 + |˚x′|
1− |˚x′| =
| sinh(u∗ + v∗)|+ |r′ϕ(u∗, v∗, ϑ1)|
| sinh(u∗ + v∗)| − |r′ϕ(u∗, v∗, ϑ1)|
(4.57a)
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where
r′ϕ
2
= sinh2(u∗ − v∗) sin2 ϕ− cosh2(u∗ + v∗) cos2 ϑ1 sin2 ϕ
− 2 sinh(u∗ − v∗) cosh(u∗ + v∗) cosϑ1 sinϕ cosϕ+ cosh2(u∗ + v∗) (4.57b)
Since by definition r∗ < 0, | sinh(u∗ + v∗)| = − sinh(u∗ + v∗).
4.3.1 Small displacement angles
We are interested in the intersections S,ϕ := C,ϕ ∩ C and S∞,ϕ := C,ϕ ∩ C(0), and will
study these in the “small displacement angle approximation” when |ϕ|  1.
S∞,ϕ: On C(0) we have v
∗ = 0 and the formula for uϕ reduces to:
uϕ(u
∗, 0;ϑ1, ϑ2) =
sinh(u∗) cosϕ+ cosh(u∗) cosϑ1 sinϕ− cosh(u∗)
sinh(u∗) cosϕ+ cosh(u∗) cosϑ1 sinϕ+ cosh(u∗)
×
× sinh(u
∗)− |r′ϕ(u∗, 0, ϑ1)|
sinh(u∗) + |r′ϕ(u∗, 0, ϑ1)|
(4.58)
where
r′ϕ
2
= sinh2(u∗) sin2 ϕ− cosh2(u∗) cos2 ϑ1 sin2 ϕ
− 2 sinh(u∗) cosh(u∗) cosϑ1 sinϕ cosϕ+ cosh2(u∗) (4.59)
For small |ϕ|  1, and ||  1 the sphere S∞,ϕ is thus well approximated by
S∞,ϕ '
{
(u∗, 0;ϑ1, ϑ2) : u∞ϕ =
1 + ||
1− ||
}
(4.60)
where
u∞ϕ (u
∗;ϑ1, ϑ2) =
u∗ + cosϑ1ϕ− 1
u∗ + cosϑ1ϕ+ 1
u∗ − 1
u∗ + 1
(4.61)
Hence we easily find an approximate solution for u∗(ϑ1) on S∞,ϕ:
2u∗(ϑ1) ' −|| − ϕ cosϑ1 (4.62)
S,ϕ: The intersection of C,ϕ with the horizon C can be viewed as the limiting sphere
S,ϕ = lim
v∗→−∞
C,ϕ ∩ Cv∗ (4.63)
and is thus well approximated by
S,ϕ '
{
(u∗,−∞;ϑ1, ϑ2) : 2u∗ = −||
}
(4.64)
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This can easily be verified as follows: As above S,ϕ is approximated by the level set
uϕ(u
∗;ϑ1, ϑ2) =
1 + ||
1− || (4.65)
where uϕ is obtained from uϕ by taking v
∗  u∗ ≤ 0, or replacing sinh(u∗ − v∗) by
sinh(|v∗|), etc. Then taking the formal limit |v∗| → ∞, we are left with an expression
which we further approximate for small angles |ϕ|  1:
uϕ(u
∗;ϑ1, ϑ2) =
1 + cosϑ1ϕ− 1
1 + cosϑ1ϕ+ 1
−1 + cosϑ1ϕ− 1
−1− cosϑ1ϕ+ 1
To linear order in  and ϕ the equation (4.65) is then identically satisfied, for all ϑ1.
Thus this level set of uϕ is well approximated by a level set of u
∗.
In conclusion, we have considered a change of the double null foliation from one with
spherical sections Su∗,v∗ constructed from the intersection of cones centered on antipodal
curves Γ and Γ, to one with ellipsoidal sections constructed from the intersection of cones
C+o(ϕ) centered at points which are displaced from the antipodal curves by an angle ϕ.
We considered the intersection of a level set of the new optical function uϕ induced
from a cone with vertex on the sphere t =  < 0 with 1) the cosmological horizon C
and 2) the null hypersurface C(0), which intersects C(0) in a sphere at infinity. For
small displacement angles |ϕ|  1, we find that 1) S,ϕ is well approximated by S 2 ,−∞
namely the corresponding section of the spherical foliation while 2) the sphere S∞,ϕ is
parametrized by (4.62). In particular for ϕ = || then u∗(pi) = 0, and S∞,ϕ touches infinity
exactly at one point. For ϕ > || an entire annular region of S∞,ϕ is not contained in H.
4.3.2 Transformation of the optical structure coefficients
We will now derive the transformation formulas for the optical structure coefficients in
the small angle approximation for the examples constructed above. See Section 5.2 for
the definition of structure coefficients referred to in this section.
In the previous section we have constructed an explicit family of gauge transforma-
tions (parametrized by |ϕ| < pi)
u∗ 7→ u = u∗ϕ(u∗, v∗;ϑ1∗, ϑ2∗)
v∗ 7→ v = v∗
ϑA∗ 7→ ϑA = ϑA∗
(4.66)
such that the new level sets Cu of u are again null hypersurfaces in de Sitter. We have
seen that for small 2u =  < 0, ||  1 the intersection of the null hypersurface Cu
with the cosmological horizon C is a small deformation of the round sphere, while the
intersection Su,0 of Cu with a fixed incoming null hypersurface C0 going to infinity is
a large ellipsoidal deformation of a sphere near infinity, which contains points (first a
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point, and then annular regions surrounding this point) which “run off to infinity” as
→ 0, (while keeping ϕ fixed).
We shall now calculate explicitly the transformations of all optical structure coeffi-
cients associated to the gauge transformation (4.66), at least for “small displacement
angles”, i.e. for |ϕ|  1; (the parameter ϕ measures the displacement of the basepoint
of the cones, see Fig. 11, and corresponds to the eccentricity of the ellipsoids). We are
interested in the details of the gauge transformation on the sphere near infinity, i.e. for
2u = , ||  1.
We begin with the calculation of the null normals; in general, given two optical
functions u, v we define the corresponding null geodesic vectorfields by
L′ = −2(du)] L′ = −2(dv)] . (4.67)
The null lapse is then defined by
Ω2 = − 2
g(L′, L′)
(4.68)
and
L = Ω2L′ L = Ω2L′ . (4.69)
Lemma 4.6. For small displacement angles |ϕ|  1, the null vectorfields on Su,0 for
2u =  < 0, ||  1 are given by
L ' ∂
∂v∗
+ ϕ sinϑ1
∂
∂ϑ1
L ' ∂
∂u∗
(4.70)
up to terms quadratic in (ϕ, ). Moreover Ω ' Ω∗ ' r.
Remark 4.7. The function r that appears in the approximation for Ω is by no means
constant on S0,. We will derive below an explicit dependence of r(ϑ
1) for small dis-
placement angles, using the formulas obtained in Section 4.3.
Proof. Let us first calculate the derivatives of u = u∗ϕ on C0 where v
∗ = 0. In doing so
we immediately employ the approximation |ϕ|  1, and |u∗|  1:
∂u∗u
∗
ϕ|v∗=0 =−
1
4
∂u∗ log uϕ|v∗=0
'− 1
4
(
u∗ + cosϑ1ϕ− 1)−1(1− u∗)
+
1
4
(
u∗ + cosϑ1ϕ+ 1
)−1(
1 + u∗
)
− 1
4
(
u∗ − 1)−1(1 + cosϑ1ϕ− u∗)
+
1
4
(
u∗ + 1
)−1(
1− cosϑ1ϕ+ u∗)
'1
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where we used that
|r′ϕ|v∗=0 ' 1
∂u∗r
′
ϕ|v∗=0 ' − cosϑ1ϕ+ u∗
Similarly,
∂v∗u
∗
ϕ|v∗=0 ' 0
∂ϑ1u
∗
ϕ|v∗=0 ' −
1
2
ϕ sinϑ1
where we used that
∂v∗r
′
ϕ|v∗=0 ' cosϑ1ϕ+ u∗
∂ϑ1r
′
ϕ|v∗=0 '0
Since
gu
∗u∗ = 0 gu
∗v∗ = −1
2
1
Ω2∗
gv
∗v∗ = 0
gu
∗ϑA∗ = 0 gv
∗ϑA∗ = 0
gϑ
1∗ϑ1∗ =
1
r2
gϑ
1∗ϑ2∗ = 0 gϑ
2∗ϑ2∗ =
1
r2
1
sin2 ϑ1∗
where Ω∗ refers to the null lapse (4.38), it follows in particular that
L′ ' 1
Ω2∗
∂v∗ +
1
r2
ϕ sinϑ1∂ϑ1 L
′ =
1
Ω2∗
∂u∗ (4.71)
Furthermore, in the above approximation
Ω2 = − 2
g(L′, L′)
' Ω2∗ (4.72)
Therefore it immediately follows that
L = Ω2L′ ' ∂v∗ + ϕ sinϑ1∂ϑ1 L = Ω2L′ ' ∂u∗ . (4.73)
It is now straighforward to calculate various connection coefficients:
ω = L log Ω ω = L log Ω (4.74a)
ωˆ =
1
Ω
ω ωˆ =
1
Ω
ω (4.74b)
χ(X, Y ) = g(∇X(ΩL′), Y ) χ(X, Y ) = g(∇X(ΩL′), Y ) (4.74c)
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Lemma 4.8. For small displacement angles |ϕ|  1, the gauge transformation (4.66)
induces the following transformations of the null structure coefficients (4.74), on Su,0
for 2u =  < 0, with ||  1:
ωˆ∗ 7→ ωˆ ' ωˆ∗ ' 1 ωˆ∗ 7→ ωˆ ' ωˆ∗ ' 1 (4.75a)
trχ∗ 7→ trχ ' 2 + 2ϕ
r
cosϑ1 trχ∗ 7→ trχ ' trχ∗ ' 2 (4.75b)
χˆ ' 0 χˆ ' 0 (4.75c)
Proof. Clearly, by Lemma 4.6
ω = D log Ω ' ω∗ = r ω = D log Ω ' ω∗ = r
ωˆ =
1
Ω
ω ' 1
Ω∗
ω∗ ' 1
Next we calculate the components of the null second fundamental forms using the
first variational formulas
Dg/ = 2Ωχ Dg/ = 2Ωχ
2Ωχ(∂ϑA , ∂ϑB) = L(g(∂ϑA , ∂ϑB))− g([L, ∂ϑA ], ∂ϑB)− g(∂ϑA , [L, ∂ϑB ])
Here ∂ϑA are the angular vectorfields in (u, v;ϑ
1, ϑ2) coordinates, and thus tangential
to the spheres Su,v = Cu ∩ Cv, as required. In view of (4.62), which describes the
dependence of u∗(ϑ1) on the sphere Su,0, we note in particular that
∂
∂ϑ1
∣∣∣
u=,v=0
=
∂
∂ϑ1∗
+
ϕ
2
sinϑ1
∂
∂u∗
(4.76)
We then find a non-vanishing commutator
[L, ∂ϑ1 ] ' −ϕ cosϑ1 ∂
∂ϑ1∗
and obtain with
gϑ1ϑ1 = r
2 gϑ2ϑ2 = r
2 sin2 ϑ1
that
2Ωχ11 ' 2rΩ2∗ + 2r2ϕ cosϑ1
2Ωχ12 ' 0
2Ωχ22 ' 2rΩ2∗ sin2 ϑ1 + 2ϕr2 sin2 ϑ1 cosϑ1
Hence
Ω trχ ' 2
r
Ω2∗ + 2ϕ cosϑ
1
trχ ' 2 + 2ϕ
r
cosϑ1
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and
χˆAB = χAB − 1
2
trχ gAB ' 0 .
We emphasize that in the statements of Lemma 4.6, 4.8, the radius r is a function
on S∞,ϕ. In fact, we have seen in (4.41) that,
r = −e
2u∗ + 1
e2u∗ − 1 : on C(0) (4.77)
and moreover, for small displacement angles we have found in (4.62) the following rela-
tion between u∗ and ϑ1 on S∞,ϕ, ||  1,
2u∗(ϑ1) ' −|| − ϕ cosϑ1 (4.78)
Thus
r(ϑ1) ' 2||+ ϕ cosϑ1 : on S
∞
,ϕ (4.79)
We summarize this formula for future reference in
Corollary 4.9. On S∞,ϕ,
Ω(ϑ1) ' r(ϑ1) ' 2||+ ϕ cosϑ1 .
Remark 4.10. It is also clear from the formula that S∞,ϕ is approximately an ellipsoid
with eccentricity |ϕ/|, which opens up to a paraboloid as || ↘ |ϕ|.
Next we calculate the volume element on S∞,ϕ.
Lemma 4.11. The volume element on S∞,ϕ is given by
dµg/ = r
2(ϑ1) sinϑ1dϑ1 ∧ dϑ2 (4.80)
provided that |ϕ|  1, ||  1. In particular,
Area[S∞,ϕ] =
16pi
||2 − ϕ2 (4.81)
Remark 4.12. Note that as expected
Area[S∞,ϕ] −→∞ || ↘ |ϕ|
while keeping the displacement angle ϕ fixed.
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Proof. It follows from (4.76) that
g/AB = g(∂ϑA , ∂ϑB) = g(∂ϑA∗ , ∂ϑB∗ )
hence √
det g/ = r2(ϑ1) sinϑ1
Therefore
Area[S∞,ϕ] = 8pi
∫ pi
0
sinϑdϑ(||+ ϕ cosϑ)2 = 16pi||2 − ϕ2
Finally we calculate the average of the above transformed null structure coefficients:
Lemma 4.13. We have, for small displacement angles |ϕ|  1, the following averages
on S∞,ϕ, provided ||  1:
Ω ' 2||||2 − ϕ2 (4.82)
Ω trχ ' 4||||2 − ϕ2 − 2||+
1
ϕ
(||2 − ϕ2) log || − ϕ||+ ϕ (4.83)
Ω trχ ' 4||||2 − ϕ2 (4.84)
Remark 4.14. Note that in particular,
Ω trχ[S∞,ϕ] −→∞ || ↘ |ϕ|
at the same rate as the area, namely
lim
||↘|ϕ|
Ω trχ
Area[S∞,ϕ]
=
|ϕ|
4pi
Proof. We denote for brevity by A,ϕ = Area[S
∞
,ϕ]. Let us first calculate
Ω =
1
A,ϕ
∫
S,ϕ
Ωdµg/ ' 2pi
A,ϕ
∫ pi
0
r3(ϑ) sinϑdϑ =
2||
||2 − ϕ2
where we used the result of Lemma 4.11.
Next we look at
cosϑ1 =
1
A,ϕ
∫
S∞,ϕ
cosϑ1dµg/(ϑ
1)
Integration by parts yields∫
S∞,ϕ
cosϑ1dµg/(ϑ
1) = 8pi
∫ pi
0
cosϑ sinϑ(
||+ ϕ cosϑ
)2 dϑ = −8piϕ 2||||2 − ϕ2 + 8piϕ2 log || − ϕ||+ ϕ
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and thus
cosϑ1 = −||
ϕ
+
1
2ϕ2
(||2 − ϕ2) log || − ϕ||+ ϕ
Note in particular that,
ϕ cosϑ1 −→  || ↘ |ϕ|
The stated formulas then follow from Lemma 4.8, according to which
Ω trχ ' 2Ω + 4ϕ
r
Ω cosϑ1 ' 2Ω + 4ϕcosϑ1
Ω trχ ' 2Ω .
Lastly we discuss the conformal geometry of the spheres S,ϕ. The relevance of the
behavior of the conformal factor will be explained in Section 6 in the context of a more
general construction of solutions to the eikonal equation.
Here we introduce a function Φ : S,ϕ → R such that
K[e2Φg/] = 1 (4.85)
If we take Φ = Ψ− log r,ϕ, where 4pir2,ϕ = Area[S,ϕ], then we can easily infer a formula
for Φ from the fact that here g/ = r2(ϑ1)
◦
γ, where r(ϑ1) is known. In fact,
e2Ψ =
Area[S,ϕ]
4pir2(ϑ1)
' (||+ ϕ cosϑ
1)2
||2 − ϕ2 (4.86)
and we see that
e2Ψ(ϑ1 = 0) =
||+ ϕ
|| − ϕ e
2Ψ(ϑ1 = pi) =
|| − ϕ
||+ ϕ (4.87)
Thus Ψ is unbounded from above and below, because here
Ψ(ϑ1 = 0)→∞ Ψ(ϑ1 = pi)→ −∞ (|| ↘ ϕ) (4.88)
Therefore one can also not expect to have good bounds on the comparsion of rΩ trχ
and Ω2, or good control on Ω− Ω in terms of r. Indeed, for these foliations
Ω−2
r
2
Ω trχ ' ||(||+ ϕ cosϑ
1)
||2 − ϕ2 =
{ ||
||−ϕ →∞ (ϑ1 = 0)
||
||+ϕ → 12 (ϑ1 = pi)
(4.89)
and
Ω− Ω
r
' −ϕϕ+ || cosϑ
1
||2 − ϕ2 '
{
− ϕ||−ϕ →∞ (ϑ1 = 0)
− ϕ||+ϕ → −12 (ϑ1 = pi)
(4.90)
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5 The eikonal equation and the optical structure equations
In Section 5.1 we summarise a few facts relevant for the proof of the main Proposition,
used in Section 4 for the explicit construction of global solutions to the eikonal equation
on de Sitter, or initial data gauge. In Section 5.2 we begin the discussion proper of
the null structure equations in this setting relevant for the proof of the main Theorem,
namely the construction of families of final data gauges.
5.1 The eikonal equation
The detailed study of the geometry of null hypersurfaces C in de Sitter (H, h) is central
to this paper. We restrict ourselves to the case where C is a non-critical level set of a
differentiable function u : H → R. Then u is the solution to the eikonal equation
hµν∂µu∂νu = 0 (5.1)
and will then be referred to as an optical function in de Sitter. We recall that a general
solution to (5.1) can be constructed by the method of characteristics from a congruence
of null geodesic segments. In that regard the following elementary observation will be
useful:
Lemma 5.1. The de Sitter hyperboloid H is a “totally null geodesic” submanifold of
(R3+1,m), i.e. every null geodesic in H is straight line in R4+1.
Proof. Let p ∈ H, where H is expressed in ambient coordinates (t, x) by (1.6). By a
rotation of the axes we can first achieve that p has the coordinates
x := x1 ≥ 1 x′i := xi+1 = 0 i = 1, 2, 3
If x 6= 1, we can apply a Lorentz boost with velocity v = t/x, namely a coordinate
change (t, x)→ (t˜, x˜),
t˜ =
t− vx√
1− v2 x˜ =
x− vt√
1− v2
which achieves that p is at (t˜ = 0, x˜ = 1). Of course, also in the new coordinates H
is given by (1.6) which shows that w.l.o.g. we can assume that p has the coordinates
(t = 0, x = 1, x′ = 0).
The tangent space to H at p, is then clearly spanned by
TpH = 〈 ∂
∂t
,
∂
∂x′i
: i = 1, 2, 3〉
Therefore any line in TpH ∩ Cp, where Cp is the light cone in TpR3+1, can be identified
with a vector
L =
∂
∂t
+N N = N i
∂
∂x′i
3∑
i=1
(N i)2 = 1
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The straight line emanating from p with initial tangent vector L is given by
γ(t) =
(
t, x = 1, x′ = Nt
)
and obviously γ(t) ∈ H for all t ∈ R. Moreover, by direct computation
γ˙(t) =
∂
∂t
+N i
∂
∂x′i
and thus
∇γ˙ γ˙ = 0
where ∇ refers to the trivial connection of R4+1 in cartesian coordinates. By uniqueness
of the connection
(h)
∇ on H, and h = m|H , we have
(h)
∇= Π∇, where Π is the projection
to the tangent space of H at any given point, and thus also
(h)
∇ γ˙ γ˙ = Π∇γ˙ γ˙ = 0
which says that γ(t) is also a geodesic in H, which of course is a null geodesic: h(γ˙, γ˙) =
m(γ˙, γ˙) = 0.
5.1.1 Null geodesic congruences
The solutions to (5.1) can now be constructed, at least locally, as follows: Let S ⊂ H
be a closed spacelike surface of codimension 2 in H. For simplicity, let us take S ⊂ S3
to be a surface diffeomorphic to S2 in H ∩{t = 0}. Let N be the unit normal vectorfield
to S in S3, i.e. for p ∈ S, and TpS viewed as a subspace of TpS3, we have TpS⊥ = 〈N〉.
S3 \ S has two components and we choose N to have an orientation in the sense that it
points to the same component everywhere on S. Let
L =
∂
∂t
+N
and let Γp be the null geodesic segment emanating from a point p = (t = 0, xp) ∈ S
with initial tangent vector L. We have seen above that Lp ∈ TpH and Γp is a straight
line
Γp :=
{
(t, xp +Npt) : 0 ≤ t ≤ 
}
in the ambient R3+1. Then define
C =
⋃
p∈S
Γp
and set u = 0 on C. In fact, we could choose a smooth family of surfaces Sδ ⊂ S3, with
S0 = S, which foliate a neighborhood of S ⊂ S3. Then for each δ we can repeat the
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construction above to obtain the surfaces Cδ =
⋃
p∈Sδ Γ

p, and set u = δ on Cδ. Then,
by definition,
TpC =
{
X ∈ TpH : du ·X = Xu = 0
}
which shows that TpC is the orthogonal complement of
L′ = −du] L′µ = −hµν∂νu
in TpH. It remains to show that L
′ ∈ TpC ⊂ TpH, which then implies
0 = h(L′, L′) = hµν∂µu∂νu ,
namely u is a solution to (5.1), as desired. The former is so because Cδ are null hyper-
surfaces, i.e. TpCδ are null hyperplanes; indeed by construction the tangent space TpC
is spanned by Lp and TpS, and here L
′ is colinear to Lp at each point.
We see that as long as the null rays with tangents Lp = ∂t + Np over p ∈ S do not
intersect, the function u remains smooth; this can always be arranged for  > 0 suffi-
ciently small. For suitable choices of surfaces Sδ, as considered below, the normal null
rays may in fact never intersect, in which case this construction yields global solutions.
5.2 Null structure equations
The structure equations of a double null foliation are presented here in close analogy to
[Chr09]. Definitions are not repeated from Chapter 1 in [Chr09], but attention is given
to differences that occur in the Λ > 0 setting. The equations will be reduced to the case
of vanishing Weyl curvature.
5.2.1 Metric
Dg/ = 2Ωχ Dg/ = 2Ωχ (5.2)
D log Ω = ω D log Ω = ω (5.3)
Dr =
r
2
Ω trχ Dr =
r
2
Ω trχ (5.4)
5.2.2 Null second fundamental form
The null second fundamental form satisfies the propagation equations:
Dχ = ωχ+ Ω
(
χ× χ− α) (5.5a)
Dˆχˆ = ωχˆ− Ωα (5.5b)
D trχ = ω trχ− Ω(χ, χ) (5.5c)
Here α[W ] = 0.
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Moreover the Codazzi equations read:
div/ χ− d/ trχ+ χ] · ζ − trχ ζ = −β (5.6)
div/ χ− d/ trχ− χ] · ζ + trχζ = β (5.7)
div/ (Ωχˆ)− 1
2
d/(Ω trχ)− Ωχˆ] · η + 1
2
Ω trχ η = −Ωβ (5.8)
div/ (Ωχˆ)− 1
2
d/(Ω trχ)− Ωχˆ] · η + 1
2
Ω trχη = Ωβ (5.9)
Here β[W ] = 0, β[W ] = 0.
Remark 5.2. In the shear-free case χˆ = 0 the conjugate Codazzi equation reduces to:
d/(Ω trχ) = Ω trχη (5.10)
Furthemore
χ′ = Ω−1χ (5.11)
Dχ′ = Ω2χ′ × χ′ − α (5.12)
D trχ′ = −1
2
Ω2(trχ′)2 − Ω2|χˆ′|2 (5.13)
Dˆχˆ′ = 0 (5.14)
and here α[W ] = 0.
We also note
D(Ωχ) = Ω2
{
∇/ η + ∇˜/ η + 2η ⊗ η + 1
2
(
χ× χ+ χ× χ)+ ρ[W ]g/+ 2Λ
3
g/
}
(5.15)
5.2.3 Null expansions
We have
Dω = Ω2
(
2(η, η)− |η|2 − ρ[W ] + Λ
3
)
(5.16)
D(Ω trχ) = Ω2
(
−(χ, χ) + 2 div/ η + 2|η|2 + 2ρ[W ] + 4Λ
3
)
(5.17)
Here ρ[W ] = 0, and we set
Λ
3
= 1 (5.18)
The Gauss equation reads:
K +
1
4
trχ trχ− 1 = −ρ[W ] + 1
2
(χˆ, χˆ) (5.19)
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Therefore
D
(
2ω − Ω trχ) = −2Ω2(−(χˆ, χˆ) +K + div/ η − 2(η, η) + |η|2 + |η|2 + 3ρ[W ]) (5.20)
The conjugate equations are:
Dω = Ω2
(
2(η, η)− |η|2 − ρ[W ] + Λ
3
)
(5.21)
Dd/ω = 2Ω2d/ log Ω
(
2(η, η)− |η|2 + Λ
3
)
+ Ω2
(
2(∇/ η, η) + 2(η,∇/ η)− 2(η,∇/ η)
)
(5.22)
5.2.4 Torsion
The propagation equations for the torsion are:
Dη = Ω
(
χ] · η − β) (5.23a)
Dη = Ω
(
χ] · η + β) (5.23b)
Dη = −Ω(χ] · η − β)+ 2d/ω (5.23c)
Dη = −Ω(χ] · η + β)+ 2d/ω (5.23d)
Here β[W ] = 0, and β[W ] = 0.
Moreover
η = ζ + d/ log Ω η = −ζ + d/ log Ω (5.24)
d/ log Ω =
1
2
(
η + η
)
(5.25)
and
Dd/ log Ω = d/ω (5.26)
Dζ = −d/ω − Ωχ] · (ζ − d/ log Ω)− Ωβ (5.27)
5.3 Gauss curvature and mass aspect function
As explained in Section 1.2 — c.f. discussion following the informal statement of the
Theorem — control on the conformal factor relies on sufficient bounds for the Gauss
curvature. While the Gauss curvature K(u, v) of Su,v satisfies a propagation equation
along the generators of Cu, and Cv, the equation loses derivatives, which can be avoided
for a specific renormalised quantity which we discuss in Section 5.3.1; this cancellation
in the propagation equation was first observed in [CK93]. This further leads to the mass
aspect functions, whose propagation equations are discussed in Section 5.3.2, 5.3.3.
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5.3.1 Propagation equation for Gauss curvature
Let us define
κ := K − div/ η . (5.28)
As derived in (5.28) in [Chr09] the propagation equation for the Gauss curvature
reads
DK + Ω trχK = div/ div/ (Ωχ)−4/ (Ω trχ)
= div/ div/ (Ωχˆ)− 1
2
4/ (Ω trχ) (5.29)
Recall now that (5.23a) does not contain a d/ω term. We can now also rewrite the
propagation equation for η using the Codazzi equation (5.6),
Dη = div/ (Ωχ])− d/(Ω trχ) + Ω trχη (5.30)
and thus, using (6.107) in [Chr09], we arrive at (6.108) in [Chr09]:
−D div/ η =− div/ div/ (Ωχ])+4/ (Ω trχ)
+ div/
(
2Ωχˆ · η − Ω trχη)+ Ω trχ div/ η (5.31)
and we conclude that the propagation equation for K − div/ η does not lose derivatives:
Lemma 5.3.
Dκ+ Ω trχκ = div/ j j = Ω
(
2χˆ · η − trχη) (5.32a)
D
(
Ω2κ
)
=
(
2ω − Ω trχ)Ω2κ+ Ω2 div/ j (5.32b)
Proof. Adding the propagation equations for K and div/ η derived above, we obtain
D
(
K − div/ η) = div/ (2Ωχˆ · η − Ω trχη)
− Ω trχK + Ω trχ div/ η (5.33)
which is already the equation for κ = K − div/ η.
Let us also derive the conjugate equation, namley the propagation equation for
κ := K − div/ η (5.34)
First we rewrite the propagation equation for η using the Codazzi equations:
Dη = div/ Ωχ− d/(Ω trχ) + Ω trχη (5.35)
This step is essential and uses the Einstein equations and the fact that the Weyl curva-
ture vanishes. Then it follows from the propagation equation for the Gauss curvature
that
Dκ+ Ω trχκ = div/
(
2Ωχˆ] · η − Ω trχη) (5.36)
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Remark 5.4. Note that in the shear-free case χˆ = 0 we can use the Codazzi equation
(5.10) again and the propagation equations for η, and κ reduces to
Dη = −3
2
Ω trχη (5.37)
D|η|2 + Ω trχ|η|2 = −3Ω trχ(η, η) (5.38)
Dκ+ Ω trχκ = −Ω trχ(|η|2 + div/ η) (5.39)
5.3.2 Propagation equation for mass aspect function
Recall the mass aspect function (2.41). Also set
µ := −ρ[W ] + 1
2
(χˆ, χˆ)− div/ η (5.40)
Lemma 5.5.
D(Ω2µ) =
(
2ω − Ω trχ)Ω2µ+ Ω2 div/ (2χˆ · Ωη − trχΩη)
− 1
2
Ω trχ
(
Ω2µ− |Ωη|2)− 1
4
Ω trχ|Ωχˆ|2 (5.41)
D(Ω2µ) =
(
2ω − Ω trχ)Ω2µ+ Ω2 div/ (2χˆ · Ωη − trχΩη)
− 1
2
Ω trχ
(
Ω2µ− |Ωη|2)− 1
4
Ω trχ|Ωχˆ|2 (5.42)
Proof. Write trχ trχ = trχ′Ω trχ and use (5.17):
D
(
trχ trχ) = −2Ω trχ(µ− |η|2)− 4Ω trχ(1
4
trχ trχ− 1)− Ω trχ|χˆ|2 (5.43)
using the definition of µ. Hence by Lemma 5.3
Dµ = Dκ+
1
4
D(trχ trχ)
= −Ω trχµ+ div/ j − 1
2
Ω trχ(µ− |η|2)− 1
4
Ω trχ|χˆ|2
and the statement of the Lemma follows from D log Ω = ω. Similarly for the conjugate
equation.
The propagation equation for µ as written above couples to the conjugate mass
aspect function µ. We can rewrite this equations as follows:
Dµ =− Ω trχµ+ div/ j − 1
2
Ω trχ(µ− |η|2)− 1
4
Ω trχ|χˆ|2
=− 3
2
Ω trχµ− 1
2
Ω trχ
(
div/ η + div/ η + |η|2)− 1
4
Ω trχ|χˆ|2
+ 2 div/ (Ωχˆ) · (η − η) + 2(Ωχˆ,∇/ η) + 2Ωχˆ(η, η)
(5.44)
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where
µ+ div/ η = µ+ div/ η (5.45)
and we used that by the Codazzi equation (5.6),
2 div/ (Ωχˆ)− d/(Ω trχ)− 2Ωχˆ] · η + Ω trχ η = 0 (5.46)
to rewrite
div/ j = div/
(
2Ωχˆ · η − Ω trχη)
=2 div/ (Ωχˆ) · η + 2(Ωχˆ,∇/ η)− d/(Ω trχ) · η − Ω trχ div/ η
=2 div/ (Ωχˆ) · (η − η) + 2(Ωχˆ,∇/ η + η ⊗ η)− Ω trχ(div/ η + |η|2) . (5.47)
In the preliminary result Lemma 2.7 we have seen that a bound on r3µ can be
obtained at the cost of introducing an assumption on 4/ log Ω, which arises here from
the div/ η + div/ η term. Another strategy is to introduce the “modified mass aspect
function” µ˘, analogous to [KN03], to cancel this term altogether. We discuss this in the
next Section 5.3.3.
5.3.3 Decoupling of the mass aspect functions
Recall Lemma 5.3, according to which we have
Dκ+ Ω trχκ = 2 div/ (Ωχˆ) · (η − η) + 2(Ωχˆ,∇/ η + η ⊗ η)− Ω trχ(div/ η + |η|2) (5.48)
where we used the result of the calculation (5.47). Recalling the formula (5.43), we see
that to cancel the div/ η term on the right hand side we should consider the quantity
µ˘ :=κ+
1
2
trχ trχ− 2 = K − div/ η + 1
2
trχ trχ− 2
=− ρ[W ] + 1
2
(χˆ, χˆ)− div/ η + 1
4
trχ trχ− 1
(5.49)
which statisfies
Dµ˘+ Ω trχµ˘ =− Ω trχ(−ρ[W ] + 1
2
(χˆ, χˆ)
)− 1
2
Ω trχ|χˆ|2 + m˘ (5.50)
m˘ =2 div/ (Ωχˆ) · (η − η) + 2(Ωχˆ,∇/ η + η ⊗ η) (5.51)
In particular in the shear-free case on de Sitter:
Lemma 5.6.
D
(
Ω2µ˘
)
=
(
2ω − Ω trχ)Ω2µ˘− 1
2
Ω trχΩ2|χˆ|2 + Ω2m˘ (5.52a)
m˘ =2 div/ (Ωχˆ) · (η − η) + 2(Ωχˆ,∇/ η + η ⊗ η) (5.52b)
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This equation is suitable to integrate from C+, however it cannot be expected that
Ω3µ˘ is finite; indeed even with respect to the spherically symmetric foliation of de Sitter
we have
µ˘ = − 1
r2
. (5.53)
The defining property could be taken to be µ˘ = µ˘ which in the shear-free case on de
Sitter becomes
div/ η =
1
4
(
trχ trχ− trχ trχ) . (5.54)
Let us then consider the propagation equation for µ˘− µ˘:
D
(
µ˘− µ˘)+ Ω trχ(µ˘− µ˘) = r˘ − r˘ + m˘− m˘ (5.55)
r˘ := −Ω trχ(−ρ[W ] + 1
2
(χˆ, χˆ)
)− 1
2
Ω trχ|χˆ|2 (5.56)
For brevity, we define
µ˜ := µ˘− µ˘ . (5.57)
In analogy to µ˘ we can introduce the conjugate function:
µ˘ := −ρ[W ] + 1
2
(χˆ, χˆ)− div/ η + 1
4
trχ trχ− 1 (5.58)
Also note
D
(
trχ trχ
)
=− 2Ω trχ
(
µ˘− |η|2 + 1
4
trχ trχ− 1
)
− Ω trχ|χˆ|2
=− 2Ω trχ
(
µ− |η|2 + 1
2
trχ trχ− 2
)
− Ω trχ|χˆ|2
(5.59)
which we will use in the form
D
(1
4
trχ trχ− 1)+ Ω trχ(1
4
trχ trχ− 1
)
= −1
2
Ω trχ
(
µ− |η|2
)
− 1
4
Ω trχ|χˆ|2 (5.60)
Also,
µ˘+ µ˘ = −2ρ[W ] + (χˆ, χˆ)− div/ η − div/ η + 1
2
trχ trχ− 2 (5.61)
5.3.4 Angular derivatives of the null expansions
Let us also derive the propagation equation for 4/ ω. From
Dω = Ω2
(
2(η, η)− |η|2 + 1
)
(5.62)
we derive first
Dd/ω = 2Ω2
(
d/ log Ω
)(
2(η, η)− |η|2 + 1)+ Ω2(2(∇/ η, η − η) + 2(η,∇/ η)) (5.63)
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Thus by (6.107) in [Chr09] applied to ξ = d/ω,
D4/ ω =D div/ d/ω
= div/ Dd/ω − 2 div/ (Ωχˆ] · d/ω)− Ω trχ div/ d/ω (5.64)
hence
D4/ ω + Ω trχ4/ ω = −2 div/ (Ωχˆ] · d/ω)
+ 2Ω2
(
2|∇/ log Ω|2 +4/ log Ω)(2(η, η)− |η|2 + 1)
+ 8Ω2
(
d/ log Ω
) · ((∇/ η, η − η) + (η,∇/ η))
+ 2Ω2
((4/ η, η − η)+ (∇/ η,∇/ (η − η))+ (∇/ η,∇/ η)+ (η,4/ η)) (5.65)
Similarly, the propagation equation for 4/ ω, in the shear-free case reduces to
D
(
Ω24/ ω)− (2ω − Ω trχ)Ω24/ ω = 2Ω4(2|d/ log Ω|2 +4/ log Ω)(2(η, η)− |η|2 + 1)
+ 2Ω4
(
d/ log Ω, 2(∇/ η, η) + 2(η,∇/ η)− 2(η,∇/ η)
)
+ Ω4
(
2(4/ η, η) + 2(η − η,4/ η)
)
+ 2Ω4
(
2(∇/ η,∇/ η)− |∇/ η|2
)
(5.66)
These propagation equations will be used in Section 7.4.
5.4 L∞ estimates
We begin with a Gronwall Lemma that will be used frequently for the o.d.e.’s considered
in this section.
Lemma 5.7. Let f ≥ 0 be a positive function on I = [u, u+] which satisfies the inequality∣∣ d
du
f 2
∣∣ ≤ 2f(af + b) (5.67)
where a, b ≥ 0 are bounded functions on I. Then
f(u) ≤ eA(u)
[
f(u+) +
∫ u+
u
b(u′)e−A(u
′)du′
]
(5.68)
where A(u) =
∫ u+
u
a(u′)du′. In particular, if f(u+) = 0, and aM = supI |a|, bM =
supI |b|, then
f(u) ≤ eaMu+bM(u+ − u) . (5.69)
Note also that in the case f(u+) 6= 0, but u+ − u 1 we have
|f(u+)− f(u)| ≤ eA(u)
∫ u+
u
b(u′)e−A(u
′)du′ + f(u+)aM(u+ − u) +O(u+ − u)2 (5.70)
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The following comparison Lemma states the relation between length in u, v and r.
Lemma 5.8. Suppose (A:0), and (A:I.i), (A:I.i) hold. Then
u+ − u . 1
r
v+ − v . 1
r
(5.71)
Proof. From (5.4) we have
v+ − v =
∫ v+
v
dv =
∫ r+
r
2
r
dr
Ω trχ
. 1
r
(5.72)
and similarly for u+ − u.
5.4.1 Ω
Consider the bootstrap assumption (A:0).
By (5.3) and (5.4) we have
D
(Ω2
r2
)
=
Ω2
r2
(
2ω − Ω trχ) (5.73)
hence (A:I.ii), (A:I.iii) directly imply
|log
(Ω2
r2
)
| ≤ |log
(Ω2+
r2+
)
|+ ∆I(v+ − v) . (5.74)
This shows that (A:0) can be recovered from (A:I); in fact, we we may choose
r+ := r|C+ , and Ω+ = Ω|C+ such that
log
(Ω+
r+
)
= 0 . (5.75)
Alternatively we can assume (A:I) then our assumptions on the data at C+ suffices
to show:
Lemma 5.9. Suppose (A:I.ii), and (A:I.iii) holds, and Ω2 = r2−1 on C+. Then (A:0)
holds on D+ for some constant ∆0 > 0.
Proof. We have
D log
Ω2
r2
= 2ω − Ω trχ
hence
|log
(Ω
r
)
| ≤ |log
(Ω+
r+
)
|+ 2∆I(u+ − u)
where log(Ω+
r+
)→ 0 as v → v+.
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5.4.2 χ
Lemma 5.10. Assume (A:I.i), and (A:I.iii), then for u+ − u 1,
| trχ− 2Ω
r
| . 1
r
(5.76)
Proof. Since trχ = 2Ω/r on C+ it makes sense to consider the quantity r trχ
′:
First note that
D(r trχ′) =
r
2
(
Ω trχ− Ω trχ) trχ′ − rΩ2|χˆ′|2
D|χˆ′|2 + 2Ω2 trχ′|χˆ′|2 = 0
Recall Lemma 2.1 which shows that with our choice of initial data C+, χˆ = 0 in D+,
hence
D
(
r trχ′e−
1
2
∫ u+
u X(u)du
)
= 0 X(u) := Ω trχ− Ω trχ
which implies, with r trχ′ = 2 on C+, that
|r trχ′ − 2| ≤ ∆I(u+ − u)
and the stated bound follows from Lemma 5.8.
Alternatively one may consider the bootstrap assumption (A:I.ii):
Since
D trχ =
1
2
(
2ω − Ω trχ) trχ− Ω|χˆ|2 (5.77)
we obtain immediately that∣∣trχ− trχ
+
∣∣ ≤ 1
2
∆I(u+ − u) . 1
r
(5.78)
Either way, these bound of course already recover the assumption (A:I.i), under the
condition ().
5.4.3 χ
We proceed similarly under the assumptions (A:I).
Recall (5.5), with α[W ] = 0.
D
(
Ω2|χˆ|2) = 2(2ω − Ω trχ)Ω2|χˆ|2 (5.79)
D trχ =
1
2
(
2ω − Ω trχ) trχ− Ω|χˆ|2 (5.80)
We see that the natural scaling suggested by these equations when solved forward is
Ω|χˆ| = O(1); however as we have seen in Section 2.3 this is insufficient for our purposes.
A better bound can only be obtained after estimates for the torsion have been obtained,
see Lemma 5.18 below.
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Lemma 5.11. Suppose (A:I.ii) holds. Then
| trχ− trχ+| . 1
r
(5.81)
Ω2|χˆ|2 . Ω2+|χˆ+|2 (5.82)
on D+ small ().
Proof. First it follows from integrating (5.79) that
Ω2|χˆ|2 ≤ Ω2+|χˆ+|2 exp
[
2∆I(v+ − v)
]
.
Second we can write (5.80) as
D
(
trχe
1
2
A(v)
)
= −Ω|χˆ|2e 12A(v)
where we denote by
A(v) =
∫ v+
v
2ω − Ω trχdv′ |A(v)| ≤ ∆I(v+ − v)
Thus,
| trχ+ − trχ| ≤ e∆I(v+−v)
∫ v+
v
Ω|χˆ|2dv′ + trχ+∆I(v+ − v)
and the statement follows from Lemma 5.8.
In particular the assumption (A:I.i) is already recovered.
Another simple oberservation that will be useful below is
Lemma 5.12. Suppose (A:I.iii), and () holds. Then∣∣∣∫ v+
v
Ω trχdv − 2 log r(u, v+)
r(u, v)
∣∣∣ . ∆I
r
(5.83)
Similarly if (A:I.iii) and () holds, then∣∣∣∫ u+
u
Ω trχdu− 2 log r(u+, v)
r(u, v)
∣∣∣ . ∆I
r
(5.84)
Proof. We have∣∣∣∫ v+
v
Ω trχdv − 2 log r(u, v+)
r(u, v)
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∫ v+
v
Ω trχdv − 2
∫ v+
v
D log r(u, v′)dv′
∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∫ v+
v
Ω trχ− Ω trχdv
∣∣∣ ≤ ∆I(v+ − v)
Similarly for the conjugate inequality.
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5.4.4 η, η
Consider the propagation equation (5.23), from which we derive
D|η|2 = −4Ωχ(η, η) + 4(η, d/ω) (5.85)
and after incorporating the weight Ω2 for η, and we obtain
D
(
Ω4|η|2) = 2(2ω − Ω trχ)Ω4|η|2 − 4Ωχˆ(Ω2η,Ω2η) + 4Ω4(η, d/ω) (5.86)
Recall the bootstrap assumption (A:II.i), and (A:II.i).
Lemma 5.13. Suppose (A:I.ii), and (A:II.i) holds. Then
Ω2|η| ≤ C(∆I ,Ω+χˆ+)
(
Ω2+|η+|+ ∆II(v+ − v)
)
(5.87)
holds on D+ for ().
Proof. Since for n = Ω2|η|
D
(
n2
) ≤ 2n(∣∣2ω − Ω trχ∣∣n+ 2Ω|χˆ|n+ 2Ω2|d/ω|)
it follows from Lemma 5.7, and Lemma 5.11, that
n(u, v) ≤ e∆I+Ω+|χˆ+|
[
n(u, v+) + ∆II(v+ − v)
]
See Lemma 5.11 for the bound on Ωχˆ used here.
Similarly we can derive L∞ estimates for Ω2η under the assumptions (A:II.i), and
(A:I.ii). See also Lemma 5.18 below.
Remark 5.14. It is clear from (5.86) that to obtain an L∞ estimate for η, the assumption
(A:II.i) on d/ω has to be made in L∞. This means that we will have to control ∇/ ω and
∇/ 2ω in L4 from the the equation for 4/ ω. See Section 7.4.
Remark 5.15. In Chapter 3.4 in [Chr09] the torsion η, and η are estimated using the
equations for Dη, and Dη. This approach cannot be adapted for our purposes. For if
we consider
D
(
Ω2|η|2) = (2ω − Ω trχ)Ω2|η|2 − 2Ωχˆ(Ωη,Ωη) + Ωχ(Ωη,Ωη)
then the last term poses an obstruction, because Ω trχ is not bounded:
Ω2|η|2 ≤ eA(u)
∫ u
0
e−A(u
′) 1
2
Ω|χ|Ω|η|du
A(u) =
∫ u
0
1
2
(2ω − Ω trχ) + Ω|χˆ|du
Similarly for Ωη. An advantage of using (5.86) as opposed to the approach of Chapter 3.4
in [Chr09], is that here the equations for η and η are not coupled.
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5.4.5 2ω − Ω trχ
We derive from (5.21) and the conjugate equation of (5.17) that
D
(
2ω − Ω trχ) = −2Ω2(3ρ[W ]− (χˆ, χˆ) +K + div/ η + |η|2 − 2(η, η) + |η|2) (5.88)
Since de Sitter is conformally flat we have ρ[W ] = 0, and we have shown in Lemma 2.1
that with our data, χˆ = 0. Then this equations reduces to
D
(
2ω − Ω trχ) = −2Ω2(K + div/ η + |η|2 − 2(η, η) + |η|2) (5.89)
We now observe that by (5.19), and the definition of µ˘ in (5.49)
K + div/ η = 1− 1
4
trχ trχ− ρ[W ] + 1
2
(χˆ, χˆ) + div/ η = −µ˘− 2ρ[W ] + (χˆ, χˆ) (5.90)
Thus by Lemma 2.5, the assumption (A:I.ii) is recovered for (), provided we estab-
lish the boundedness of Ω2µ˘.
Remark 5.16. The quantity 2ω − Ω trχ remains bounded, while 2ω and Ω trχ individ-
ually diverge. This is due to a cancellation in the propagation equation (5.88), which
has motivated us to consider this favorable quantity.
Alternatively, we may write
K + div/ η = K − div/ η + div/ (η + η) = κ+ 24/ log Ω (5.91)
where κ is defined as in (5.34).
We can now proceed in two ways:
1. We look at the propagation equation for κ directly, which is given by (5.39) in the
shear-free case,
D
(
Ω2κ
)
=
(
2ω − Ω trχ)Ω2κ− Ω3 trχ(|η|2 − µ) (5.92)
from which we see that to estimate Ω2κ, we need a bound on Ω3µ.
2. Alternatively, we can write
κ = µ+ 1− 1
4
trχ trχ (5.93)
which modulo a bound on Ω2µ, requires a bound on 1
4
trχ trχ − 1. The latter
we can derive from the conjugate equation to (5.43), which in the shear-free case
reads
D
(1
4
trχ trχ− 1)+ Ω trχ(1
4
trχ trχ− 1) = −1
2
Ω trχ
(
µ− |η|2) (5.94)
which again requires an estimate on Ω3µ, to obtain a bound on Ω2κ.
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Thus in both cases, to close the estimate for 2ω − Ω trχ, we need to consider the
Hodge system for η, and obtain a suitable estimate on the mass aspect function µ.
Lemma 5.17. Suppose Ω3|µ| . 1, and Ω3|µ| . 1. Then
|2ω − Ω trχ| . 1
r
Proof. Given the bounds on µ, and µ, we have |Ω2η| . 1, and |Ω2η| . 1; c.f. discussion
in Section 2.3.3. Then it follows directly from (5.92) that
Ω2κ . e∆I
[
Ω2κ(u+, v) +
∫ u+
u
trχΩ3
(|η|2 + |µ|)du] . 1
because on C+, Ω
2κ = 1 + r−2. Moreover, we infer from (2.14) that
Ω2|4/ log Ω| ≤ Ω2|µ|+ Ω2|µ| . 1
Then however, the statement follows immediately from (5.89), and the fact that on
C+, 2ω − Ω trχ = 1/r:
|2ω − Ω trχ| . 1
r
+
∫ u+
u
Ω2
(|κ|+ |4/ log Ω|+ |η|2 + |η|2)du . 1
r
+ (u+ − u)
5.4.6 η, η: without mass aspect function
As we have seen in Section 2.3.3, the assumption on χˆ consistent with the required
bounds on η, η, is on the level of an L∞ bound on Ω2χˆ; see (2.45a). However, as dicussed
in Section 5.4.3, from (5.79) we see that by considering the propagation equation of χˆ
along Cu we can at most obtain a bound on Ω|χˆ|. Alternatively we could consider the
propagation equation for χˆ along Cv, which in shear-free case reads:
D(Ωχˆ) = Ω2∇/ ⊗ˆη + Ω2η⊗ˆη + 1
2
Ω2 trχχˆ (5.95)
Similarly we can estimate η using the propagation equation along Cv:
Dη = −1
2
Ω trχη + 2d/ω (5.96)
The following Lemma shows that the required bounds on η can also be derived (in
the shear-free case) purely from the propagation equations, i.e. not appealing to the
Hodge system satisfied by η involving the mass aspect function. However, such an
argument relies on an L∞ bound on ∇/ 2ω, or alternatively and L4 bound on ∇/ 3ω in
addition to the assumptions (A:II.ii). An estimate based on that assumption cannot
close by using propagation equations alone, and can only be recovered using the elliptic
equation satisfied by ω, coupled to the propagation equation for ω/ = 4/ ω.
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Lemma 5.18. Consider the shear-free case χˆ = 0, and suppose (A:I.ii), (A:II.i), and
‖Ω3∇/ 2ω‖L∞(Su,v). 1 (5.97)
hold. Then with the initial data χˆ = 0, η = 0 on C+,
Ω2|η|+ |Ω3∇/ η| . 1 (5.98a)
Ω2|χˆ| . 1 (5.98b)
Moreover if in addition to (A:I.ii), and (A:II.i) we suppose that
‖Ω3∇/ 2ω‖L∞(Su,v). 1 (5.99)
then we also have
Ω2|η|+ Ω3|∇/ η| . ‖Ω2η‖L∞(Su,v+ )+‖Ω3∇/ η‖L∞(Su,v+ ) (5.100)
Remark 5.19. The stated bounds (5.98) do not require the smallness assumption ().
In fact, if () is assumed, then
‖Ω2η‖L∞(Su,v)+‖Ω3∇/ η‖L∞(Su,v)+‖Ω2χˆ‖L∞(Su,v). 1/r . (5.101)
Remark 5.20. The bounds (5.100) for η are derived using propagation equations along
Cu, which are not shear-free, and rely on
‖Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖L∞(Su,v)+‖Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖L∞(Su,v). 1 (5.102)
These are established in the present setting in Proposition 5.23 below, but in general can-
not be recovered using propagation equations alone; rather these are established using
systems of elliptic equations coupled to propagation equations for d/ trχ; see Section 7.1.
In fact, for the proof of (5.102) using the Codazzi equations see Proposition 7.1.
Proof. Since η is a 1-form, it follows from (5.96) that
D|η|2 + 2Ω trχ|η|2 = 4(η, d/ω)
and it follows that
Ω2|η| .
∫ u+
u
Ω2|d/ω|du . u+ − u
Moreover by Lemma 4.1 in [Chr09], and the Codazzi equation (2.30),
D∇/ η −∇/ Dη = −1
2
Ω trχη⊗ˆη
∇/ Dη = −1
2
Ω trχη ⊗ η − 1
2
Ω trχ∇/ η + 2∇/ d/ω
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and thus by Lemma 4.2 in [Chr09]
D|∇/ η|2 + 3Ω trχ|∇/ η|2 ≤ 2|∇/ η|
(
Ω trχ|η|2 + 2|∇/ d/ω|
)
which implies that
‖Ω3∇/ η‖L∞(Su,v).
∫ u+
u
trχ
(
‖Ω2η‖2L∞(Su′,v)+‖Ω3∇/ 2ω‖L∞(Su′,v)
)
du′ . u+ − u
Now we can turn to the propagation equation for χˆ. Since χˆ is a 2-covariant tensor-
field (5.95) implies
D
(
Ω4|χˆ|2) = (2ω − Ω trχ)Ω4|χˆ|2 + 2(Ω2χˆ,Ω3(∇/ ⊗ˆη + η⊗ˆη))
which immediately implies the boundedness of Ω2|χˆ|, in view of the estimates for η, and
∇/ η established above.
Moreover, from (5.23c), and Lemma 4.2 in [Chr09] we now have
D|η|2 + Ω trχ|η|2 = 2(η,Dη)− 2Ωχˆ(η, η)
Dη = −Ωχˆ] · η − 1
2
Ω trχη + 2d/ω
D|η|2 + 2Ω trχ|η|2 = −4Ωχˆ(η, η) + 4(η, d/ω)
and therefore, using in particular the boundedness of Ω|χˆ| proven above,
‖Ω2η‖L∞(Su,v). ‖Ω2η‖L∞(Su,v+ )+
∫ v+
v
Ω2|d/ω|dv
Similarly to the above we can commute the equation for η, and find
D|∇/ η|2 + 3Ω trχ|∇/ η|2 ≤ 2|∇/ η|
(∣∣∇/ (Ωχ) · η∣∣+ ∣∣Ωχˆ · ∇/ η∣∣+∣∣∇/ 2ω|)
which implies the stated bound for ∇/ η, in view of the assumption ∇/ 2ω, and (5.102)
which is established in Proposition 5.23.
5.5 L4 estimates from propagation equations
5.5.1 General Lemmas
Consider the following dimensionless norms:
‖−θ‖−Lp(Su,v) :=
( 1
4pir2
∫
Su,v
|θ|pg/dµg/
)1/p
(5.103)
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Lemma 5.21. Let ρ be a non-negative function on Cu, Φv the flow generated by L, and
ρ(v) be the function on Su,v+ defined by [ρ(v)](q) = ρ ◦ Φv(q). Assume (A:I.iii), then
‖−ρ‖−Lp(Su,v) 'I ‖−ρ(v)‖−Lp(Su,v+ ) (5.104)
Similarly if Φu is the flow generated by L, and ρ(u) := ρ ◦ Φu, then if (A:I.iii) holds,
‖−ρ‖−Lp(Su,v) 'I ‖−ρ(u)‖−Lp(Su+,v) (5.105)
Proof. One has
‖−ρ‖−pLp(Su,v) =
1
4pir2(u, v)
∫
Su,v
ρpdµg/ =
1
4pir2(u, v)
∫
Su,v+
(
Φ∗vρ)
pΦ∗vdµg/
and, c.f. proof of Lemma 4.3 in [Chr09]
Φ∗vdµg/(q) = exp
[∫ v+
v
Ω trχ(Φv(q))dv
]
dµg/(q)
In view of Lemma 5.12
exp
[∫ v+
v
Ω trχ(Φv(q))dv
]
= exp
[∫ v+
v
Ω trχ(Φv(q))dv − 2 log r(u, v+)
r(u, v)
]r2(u, v+)
r2(u, v)
'I r
2(u, v+)
r2(u, v)
and the statement follows.
Lemma 5.22. Suppose ψ is a non-negative function on Cu and satisfies the inequality
|Dψ2| ≤ 2ψ(aψ + ρ) (5.106)
where a ≥ 0, and ρ ≥ 0. Suppose moreover that (A:I.iii) holds, and
|a| ≤ ∆ (5.107)
Then
‖−ψ‖−Lp(Su,v) .I e∆(v+−v)
[
‖−ψ‖−Lp(Su,v+ ) +
∫ v+
v
‖−ρ‖−Lp(Su,v′ ) dv′
]
(5.108)
Similarly for a non-negative function ψ on Cv satisfying the inequality
|Dψ2| ≤ 2ψ(aψ + ρ) (5.109)
where |a| ≤ ∆, we have provided that (A:I.iii) holds
‖−ψ‖−Lp(Su,v) .I e∆(u+−u)
[
‖−ψ‖−Lp(Su+,v) +
∫ u+
u
‖−ρ‖−Lp(Su′,v) du′
]
(5.110)
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Proof. Set
ψ(v)(q) = ψ ◦ Φv(q) q ∈ Su,v+
Then by Lemma 5.7
ψ(v) ≤ eA(v)
(
ψ(v+) +
∫ v+
v
e−A(v
′)ρ(v′)dv′
)
A(v) =
∫ v+
v
a(v′)dv′
and it follows that
‖−ψ(v)‖−Lp(Su,v+ ) ≤ e∆(v+−v)
[
‖−ψ(v+)‖−Lp(Su,v+ ) +
∫ v+
v
‖−ρ(v′)‖−Lp(Su,v+ ) dv′
]
The statement the follows from Lemma 5.21.
5.5.2 χ
Consider
θ˜p = Ω
p−2d/
(
Ω trχ
)
(5.111a)
θ/p = Ω
p−2∇/ (Ωχˆ) (5.111b)
We first note
D
(
Ω trχ
)
= 2ωΩ trχ− 1
2
(Ω trχ)2 − Ω2|χˆ|2 (5.112a)
Dd/
(
Ω trχ
)
=
(
2ω − Ω trχ)d/(Ω trχ)+ Ω trχd/(2ω)− 2Ωχˆ] · ∇/ (Ωχˆ) (5.112b)
and since trDχˆ = 2Ω|χˆ|2, we obtain from (5.5b) that
Dχˆ = Dˆχˆ+ Ω|χˆ|2g/ = ωχˆ+ Ω|χˆ|2g/− Ωα (5.113a)
D
(
Ωχˆ
)
= 2ωΩχˆ− Ω2α + Ω2|χˆ|2g/ (5.113b)
and a corresponding propagation equation for ∇/ (Ωχˆ) from Lemma 4.1 in [Chr09]. For
convenience let us denote by
‖−Ω∇/ (Ωχ)‖−Lp(Su,v) := ‖−Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖−Lp(Su,v) +‖−Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖−Lp(Su,v) (5.114a)
|Ω∇/ (Ωχ)|2L∞(Su,v) := sup
Su,v
|Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)|2g/|Su,v + sup
Su,v
|Ωd/(Ω trχ)|2g/|Su,v (5.114b)
Proposition 5.23. Assume (A:I.ii) and () hold. Then
‖−Ω∇/ (Ωχ)‖−Lp(Su,v) . ‖−Ω∇/ (Ωχ)‖−Lp(Su,v+ ) +
∫ v+
v
‖−Ω2d/ω‖−Lp(Su,v′ ) dv′ (5.115)
If in addition (A:II.i) holds, then
|Ω∇/ (Ωχ)|L∞(Su,v) . |Ω∇/ (Ωχ)|L∞(Su,v+ ) (5.116)
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Remark 5.24. In view of Lemma 6.10 this in particular recovers the assumption (A:I.iii).
Proof. Consider the propagation equation for d/(Ω trχ) derived above. Using Lemma 4.2
in [Chr09] we infer that
D|θ˜p|2 + Ω trχ|θ˜p|2 = 2(θ˜p, Dθ˜p)− 2Ωχˆ]AB (θ˜p)B(θ˜p)A
= 2(pω−Ω trχ)|θ˜p|2+2Ωp−2Ω trχ
(
θ˜p, d/(2ω)
)−2Ωp−2(θ˜p, 2Ωχˆ·∇/(Ωχˆ))−2Ωχˆ]AB (θ˜p)B(θ˜p)A
thus
D|θ˜p|2 ≤ 2
(∣∣pω − 3
2
Ω trχ
∣∣+ Ω|χˆ|)|θ˜p|2 + 4|θ˜p|(trχΩp−1|d/ω|+ |Ωχˆ|∣∣θ/p∣∣)
Now let us derive the propagation equation for θ/p. By Lemma 4.1 in [Chr09](
D∇/ (Ωχˆ))
ABC
=
(∇/ D(Ωχˆ))
ABC
− (DΓ/ )DABΩχˆDC − (DΓ/ )DACΩχˆBD
=
(∇/ D(Ωχˆ))
ABC
−∇/ A(Ωχ)DBΩχˆDC −∇/ B(Ωχ)DAΩχˆDC +∇/ D(Ωχ)ABΩχˆDC
−∇/ A(Ωχ)DCΩχˆBD −∇/ C(Ωχ)DAΩχˆBD +∇/ D(Ωχ)ACΩχˆBD
hence, in view of the propagation equation for Ωχˆ derived above,
D
(∇/ (Ωχˆ)) = 2ω∇/ (Ωχˆ) + Ωχˆ · ∇/ (2ω) + h · d/(Ω trχ) + i · ∇/ (Ωχˆ)
|h| ≤ Ω|χˆ| |i| ≤ Ω|χˆ|
and thus
D
(
Ωp−2∇/ (Ωχˆ)) = pωθ/p + Ωχˆ · Ωp−2∇/ (2ω) + h · θ˜p + i · θ/p
Therefore in view of Lemma 4.2 in [Chr09], applied to the 3-form θ/p:
D|θ/p|2 + 3Ω trχ|θ/p|2 = 2(θ/p, Dθ/p)− 2
3∑
i=1
ΩχˆAiBiθ/
A1·〉Bi〈·A3θ/A1A2A3
we obtain
D|θ/p|2 .
∣∣2pω − 3Ω trχ∣∣|θ/p|2 + |θ/p|Ω|χˆ|{Ωp−2|∇/ ω|+ |θ˜p|+ |θ/p|}
Now set
θˆp :=
√
|θ˜p|2 + |θ/p|2
then the above is summarized by
Dθˆ2p .
(∣∣2pω − 3Ω trχ∣∣+ Ω|χˆ|)θˆ2p + Ω|χ|θˆpΩp−2|d/ω|
If we now fix p = 3, then |2pω − 3Ω trχ| ≤ 3∆I , and by (A:II.i):
ΩΩp−2|d/ω| = Ω2|d/ω| ≤ ∆II
Hence we can directly apply Lemma 5.22 to conclude on (5.116) with Lemma 5.11.
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5.5.3 χ
In analogy to the treatment in the previous section we derive from (5.12)
Dd/(Ω trχ) = −Ωχˆ · ∇/ (Ωχˆ) + (2ω − Ω trχ)d/(Ω trχ) + Ω trχd/(2ω) (5.117a)
D(Ωχˆ) = 2ωΩχˆ+ |Ωχˆ|2g/ (5.117b)
where we used α[W ] = 0, hence by Lemma 4.1 in [Chr09]
D∇/ (Ωχˆ) = Ωχˆ · ∇/ (2ω) + 2ω∇/ (Ωχˆ) + i · ∇/ (Ωχˆ) + j · ∇/ (Ω trχ) (5.118a)
|i|, |j| ≤ Ω|χˆ| (5.118b)
Note however that in the shear-free case χˆ = 0 this system drastically simplifies and
decouples:
Dd/(Ω trχ) =
(
2ω − Ω trχ)d/(Ω trχ) + Ω trχd/(2ω) (5.119)
This yields by Lemma 4.2 in [Chr09]
D|Ωd/(Ω trχ)|2 = 2(2ω − Ω trχ)|Ωd/(Ω trχ)|2 + 2 trχ(Ωd/(Ω trχ),Ω2d/(2ω)) (5.120)
which immediately implies:
Lemma 5.25. Suppose (A:I.ii) and (A:II.i) hold. Then, in the shear-free case χˆ = 0,
|Ωd/(Ω trχ)| . u+ − u (5.121)
Remark 5.26. In view of Lemma 6.10 this in particular recovers the bootstrap assump-
tion (A:I.iii).
5.5.4 ∇/ (η, η)
Let us first derive an estimate for ∇/ η in the shear-free case χˆ = 0.
Recall that with β[W ] = 0 we have
Dη = −Ωχ] · η + 2d/ω = −1
2
Ω trχη + 2d/ω (5.122)
hence in view of Lemma 4.1 in [Chr09] we obtain an equation of the form
D∇/ η = −1
2
Ω trχ∇/ η + 2∇/ d/ω − 2i · η (5.123)
|i| ≤ |∇/ (Ω trχ)|
and using Lemma 4.2 in [Chr09] we arrive at the differential equation
D|∇/ η|2 + 3Ω trχ|∇/ η|2 = 4
(
∇/ η,∇/ 2ω + i · η
)
(5.124)
which implies that
D
(
Ω6|∇/ η|2
)
= 3
(
2ω − Ω trχ)Ω6|∇/ η|2 + 4(Ω3∇/ η,Ω3∇/ 2ω + Ωi · Ω2η) (5.125)
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Lemma 5.27. Suppose the assumptions (A:I.ii) and (A:II) hold, then
‖−Ω3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) .I,II u+ − u (5.126)
Proof. We apply Lemma 5.22 to (5.125) and immediately obtain
‖−Ω3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) .I e∆I(u+−u)
∫ u+
u
‖−Ω∇/ (Ω trχ) Ω2η + Ω3∇/ 2ω‖−L4(Su′,v) du′
because ∇/η vanishes on C0. Moreover by Lemma 5.13 and Lemma 5.25 we can estimate
‖−Ω∇/ (Ω trχ) Ω2η‖−L4(Su,v) ≤ ‖Ω2η‖L∞(S)‖−Ω∇/ (Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) . u+ − u
The second term is bounded by the assumption (A:II.ii).
Similarly we derive from (5.23c) and Lemma 4.1, 4.2 in [Chr09] that
D|∇/ η|2 + 3Ω trχ|∇/ η|2 . |Ωχˆ||∇/ η|2 +
(∣∣∇/ (Ωχ)∣∣
L∞|η|+ |∇/ 2ω|
)
|∇/ η| (5.127)
and thus by Lemma 5.22:
Lemma 5.28. Assume (A:I,II) and () hold. Then
‖−Ω3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−Ω3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v+ ) +‖Ω∇/ (Ωχ)‖L∞(Su,v+ )‖Ω2η‖L∞(Su,v+ ) (5.128)
provided the data on C+ is such that the r.h.s. is finite.
Proof. From Prop 5.23 and Lemma 5.13 we have
‖−Ω∇/ (Ωχ) · Ω2η‖−L4(Su,v′ ) . |Ω∇/ (Ωχ)|L∞(Su,v+ )|Ω2η|L∞(Su,v+ ) .
Thus we can proceed as in the previous proof, now multiplying (5.127) by Ω6, and in
view of (A:II.ii) the statement then follows from Lemma 5.22.
5.5.5 d/ω, d/ω
Recall (5.89) in the shear-free case χˆ = 0:
D
(
2ω − Ω trχ) = −2Ω2(K + div/ η + |η|2 − 2(η, η) + |η|2)
= −2Ω2(−µ˘+ |η|2 − 2(η, η) + |η|2) (5.129)
Hence
Dd/
(
2ω − Ω trχ) = 2d/(Ω2µ˘)− 4(Ωη, d/(Ωη)) + 4d/(Ωη,Ωη)− 2(Ωη, d/(Ωη)) (5.130)
and L4 bounds for d/(2ω−Ω trχ) follow when corresponding bounds have been established
for d/µ˘:
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Lemma 5.29. Assume (A:I,II,I,II) and () hold. If moreover
‖−Ωd/(Ω2µ˘)‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (5.131)
then
‖−Ωd/(2ω − Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) . u+ − u (5.132)
Proof. From the equation (5.130) we derive that
‖−Ωd/(2ω − Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) .
∫ u+
u
‖−Ωd/(Ω2µ˘)‖−L4(Su′,v)
+
(
‖Ωη‖L∞(Su′,v)+‖Ωη‖L∞(Su′,v)
)(
‖−Ωd/(Ωη)‖−L4(Su′,v) +‖−Ωd/(Ωη)‖−L4(Su′,v)
)
du′
and so the statement follows using the results of Sections 5.4.4, and 5.5.4.
5.5.6 κ
An estimate for the Gauss curvature can also be obtained in the shear-free case by
considering κ in (5.34), which satisfies the propagation equation (5.39). Also note that
κ = K, and by the Gauss Bonnet theorem K = 1/r2. Therefore
DK = −Ω trχ K (5.133)
and
D(Ω2κ) = (2ω − Ω trχ)Ω2κ (5.134)
as well as, in the shear-free case,
D
(
Ω2(κ− κ)) = (2ω − Ω trχ)Ω2(κ− κ)− (Ω trχ− Ω trχ)(Ω
r
)2
− Ω3 trχ(|η|2 + div/ η) (5.135)
Lemma 5.30. Suppose (A:I,II) hold, and χˆ = 0. Then for () on D+:
‖−Ω2κ‖−L4(Su,v) +‖Ω2κ‖L∞(Su,v).I,II 1 (5.136a)
‖−Ω2(κ− κ)‖−L4(Su,v) .I,II 1/r (5.136b)
Proof. Since |2ω − Ω trχ| ≤ ∆I we can apply Lemma 5.22 to (5.92),
D
(
Ω2κ
)
=
(
2ω − Ω trχ)Ω2κ− Ω3 trχ(|η|2 + div/ η)
and infer with Lemma 5.27, and the assumptions on the data,
‖−Ω2κ‖−L4(Su,v) .I e∆I(u+−u)
[
‖−
(Ω
r
)2
‖−L4(Su+,v)+
∫ u+
u
‖Ω2η‖2L∞(Su′,v)+‖−Ω3∇/η‖−L4(Su′,v)du′
]
. 1
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The same bound in L4 for κ can be derived from (5.134), but since κ = 1/r2 we can
also appeal directly to Lemma 5.9 for the stated L∞ estimate.
Finally we apply Lemma 5.22 to (5.135) to show that
‖−Ω2(κ− κ)‖−L4(Su,v) .I e∆I(u+−u)
∫ u+
u
‖Ω trχ− Ω trχ‖L∞(Su′,v)‖
Ω
r
‖2L∞(Su′,v)du′
+ e∆I(u+−u)
∫ u+
u
‖Ω2η‖2L∞(Su′,v)+‖−Ω3∇/ η‖−L4(Su′,v) du′ . 1/r
The crucial difference to the estimate for κ is that here the initial data vanishes: κ = κ
on C+. For the rate we have used Lemma 5.8.
6 Uniformization Theorem and Elliptic estimates
6.1 Isoperimetric constants
Recall we prescribe initial data on C+:
g/u+,v = r
2(u+, v)
◦
γ
Define Φu−u+ : Su+,v → Su,v by the past directed geodesic flow generating Cv,
g/(u) = Φ∗u−u+g/|Su,v (6.1)
and note that
∂
∂u
g/(u) = 2(Ωχ)(u) (6.2)
Denote by λ(u), and Λ(u), the smallest and largest eigenvalue of g/(u) with respect
to g/(u+), and by I(Su,v) the isoperimetric constant of Su,v.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose (A:I) holds. Then in the shear-free case,
Λ(u) ' λ(u) '
(r(u+, v)
r(u, v)
)2
(6.3)
and
I(Su,v) . I(Su+,v) (6.4)
where I(Su+,v) = (2pi)
−1.
Proof. As in (5.81) in [Chr09] and by Lemma 5.12√
Λ(u)λ(u) = exp
[∫ u+
u
(Ω trχ)(u′)du′
]
'I
(r(u+, v)
r(u, v)
)2
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Also in the shear-free case by (5.86) in [Chr09]√
Λ(u)/λ(u) = 1
Let U0 ⊂ Su+,v be a domain with C1 boundary ∂U0, and consider Uu = Φu−u+(U0) ⊂
Su,v. Then
Perimeter(∂Uu) ≥ inf
√
λ(u)Perimeter(∂U0)
Area(Uu) ≤ sup
√
Λ(u)λ(u)Area(U0)
hence
Area(Uu)
(Perimeter(∂Uu))2
≤ sup
√
Λ(u)λ(u)
λ(u)
Area(U0)
(Perimeter(∂U0))2
and similarly for U0 replaced by U
c
0 ⊂ S0,v. So the bound follows from the definition of
I(Su,v), c.f. (5.36) in [Chr09].
Corollary 6.2. Under the same assumptions of Lemma 6.1, the following Sobolev in-
equalities hold for any p > 2, for any tensorfield ξ on all spheres S = Su,v, uniformly in
(u, v), u ≤ u+:
‖−ξ‖−Lp(S) .p,I ‖−ξ‖−L2(S) +‖−r∇/ ξ‖−L2(S) (6.5)
‖ξ‖L∞(S) .p,I ‖−ξ‖−Lp(S) +‖−r∇/ ξ‖−Lp(S) (6.6)
Proof. See proofs of Lemma 5.1, 5.2 in [Chr09].
6.2 Uniformization Theorem
As we have seen in Section 2.3.1 – see in particular Lemma 2.2 – bounds for the conformal
factor ψ in (2.27) can be obtained directly from the propagation equations in the shear-
free case.
More generally, these bounds on the conformal factor can be obtained from the
uniformization theorem, provided sufficient control on the Gauss curvature has been
established. In the present setting, on a spacetime with vanishing Weyl curvature, it is
immediately clear from the Gauss equation (5.19) that K ∈ L∞(Su,v). In fact, in the
shear-free case a suitable L∞ estimate can be derived from (5.94):
‖Ω2K‖L∞(Su,v). ‖
Ω
r
‖2L∞(Su+,v)+
1
r
sup
u′
(
‖Ω3µ‖L∞(Su′,v)+‖Ω2η‖2L∞(Su′,v)
)
(6.7)
This requires that Ω3µ = −Ω3 div/ η is bounded in L∞. In this section we point out —
following Chapter 5.3 in [Chr09], and earlier work of Bieri [BZ09] — that the relatively
weak bounds of Section 5.5.6 for the Gauss curvature in L4 suffice to obtain the desired
estimates on ψ.
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Remark 6.3. In Chapter 5.1 in [Chr09] K is estimated from the propagation equation
for K, but then this is involves an estimate for ∇/ 2(χ, χ) which can only be obtained in
L2.
Without assumptions on the mass aspect function, we know the following about the
Gauss curvature on each sphere Su,v: Given that κ = K − div/ η, we have derived in
Section 5.5.6 in the shear-free case:
r2‖−K‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−Ω2(κ+ div/ η)‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (6.8a)
K −K = κ− κ+ div/ η (6.8b)
r3‖−K −K‖−L4(Su,v) . r‖−Ω2(κ− κ)‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−Ω3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) .I,II 1 (6.8c)
The last bound (6.8c) is the key estimate for the Lemmas proven in this section.
We can now apply the procedure in Chapter 5.3 in [Chr09] to prove that there exists
ϕ ∈ L∞(Su,v) such that
K[e2ϕg/] ∈ L∞(Su,v) (6.9)
In fact, let ϕ satisfy
4/ ϕ = K −K (6.10)
then the Gauss curvature of g/′ = e2ϕg/ is given by
K ′ = e−2ϕ(K −4/ ϕ) = e−2ϕK (6.11)
and by the Gauss Bonnet theorem K = 1/r2.
Lemma 6.4. Let ϕ be a solution to (6.10) such that ϕ = 0. Suppose (A:I,II) hold, and
χˆ = 0, and assume (). Then
‖ϕ‖L∞(Su,v). 1/r , (6.12)
and ‖−r∇/ ϕ‖−Lp(Su,v) . 1/r for any p > 2.
Proof. From the standard elliptic estimate for the Laplacian,∫
S
|∇/ 2ϕ|2 +K|∇/ ϕ|2 =
∫
S
|K −K|2
it follows that
‖−∇/ 2ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v) +K‖−∇/ ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v) ≤ ‖−K −K‖−2L2(Su,v) +‖−K −K‖−L2(Su,v) ‖−∇/ ϕ‖−2L4(Su,v)
and by Corollary 6.2
‖−∇/ ϕ‖−2L4(Su,v) .I ‖−∇/ ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v) +‖−r∇/ 2ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v)
hence(
1− r2‖−K −K‖−L2(Su,v)
)(
‖−∇/ 2ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v) +
1
r2
‖−∇/ ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v)
)
≤ ‖−K −K‖−2L2(Su,v)
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and by (6.8c) we can assume r2‖−K −K‖−L2(Su,v) ≤ 1/2, in view of (). Thus
‖−∇/ 2ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v) +
1
r2
‖−∇/ ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v) ≤ 2‖−K −K‖−2L2(Su,v) ≤ 2‖−K −K‖−2L4(Su,v) . 1/r6
‖−r∇/ ϕ‖−2Lp(Su,v) .I ‖−r2∇/ 2ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v) +‖−r∇/ ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v) . 1/r2
for any p > 2, and again by Corollary 6.2
‖−ϕ‖−2Lp(Su,v) .I ‖−ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v) +‖−r∇/ ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v) .
Furthermore by Lemma 6.1 the isoperimetric constant is bounded, I(Su,v) .I 1, and
in view of ϕ = 0 the isoperimetric inequality on Su,v then yields∫
Su,v
ϕ2dµg/ ≤ I(Su,v)
(∫
Su,v
|∇/ ϕ|dµg/
)2
or simply
‖−ϕ‖−L2(Su,v) ≤ ‖−r∇/ ϕ‖−L2(Su,v) .
Inserting above we obtain
‖−ϕ‖−2Lp(Su,v) .I ‖−r∇/ ϕ‖−2L2(Su,v)
and thus by Corollary 6.2
‖ϕ‖L∞(Su,v) .I ‖−ϕ‖−Lp(Su,v) +‖−r∇/ ϕ‖−Lp(Su,v)
.I ‖−r∇/ ϕ‖−L2(Su,v) +‖−r∇/ ϕ‖−Lp(Su,v) . 1/r .
Proposition 6.5. Suppose (A:I,II) holds. Consider the shear-free case χˆ = 0, and
assume (). Then there exists ψ : D+ −→ R such that
g/ = r2e2ψ
◦
γ (6.13)
where
◦
γ is the standard metric on S2, r is the area radius of (Su,v, g/), and for any p > 2
‖ψ‖L∞(Su,v). 1 ‖rd/ψ‖L∞(Su,v). 1 (6.14)
‖−rd/ψ‖−Lp(Su,v) . 1 ‖−r2∇/ 2ψ‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (6.15)
Remark 6.6. In fact, given spherically symmetric data on C+ one has
‖ψ‖L∞(Su,v). 1/r ‖rd/ψ‖L∞(Su,v). 1/r ‖−r2∇/ 2ψ‖−L4(Su,v) . 1/r (6.16)
For simplicity, in the proof given below, we have not exploited the factor 1/r in the
estimates of Lemma 6.4.
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Proof. Denoting by r, and r′ the area radius of (Su,v, g/), and (Su,v, g/′), respectively, it
follows from Lemma 6.4 that r′/r is bounded from above and below, and hence by (6.11)
that
(r′)2K ′ = e−2ϕ
r′2
r2
'I,II 1
Therefore we can apply the uniformization theorem in form of Proposition 5.3 in [Chr09]
to (Su,v, g/) to infer that there exists a conformal factor Ω
′ such that the metric
◦
g/= Ω′2g/′
has Gauss curvature K[
◦
g/] = 1, and the bounds for Ω′m = infSu,v r
′Ω′, Ω′M = supSu,v r
′Ω′,
and Ω′1 = supSu,v Ω
′−2|d/Ω′|g/′ depend only on the upper bounds for k′m−1, and kM , where
k′m = infSu,v r
′2K ′, k′M = supSu,v r
′2K ′, namely only on ∆I , and ∆II , while for every
p ≥ 2,
Ω′2,p =
(∫
Su,v
Ω′−3p+2|∇/ ′2Ω′|pg/′dµg/′
) 1
p .p 1
Then we can proceed as on page 166 of [Chr09], and set Ω′ = r′−1e−ψ
′
. The above
bounds are then equivalent to bounds for
sup
Su,v
|ψ′| , sup
Su,v
r′|d/ψ′|g/′ , ‖−r′2∇/ ′2ψ′‖−Lp(Su,v) .
In conclusion we have
◦
g/= Ω′2g/′ = r′−2e−2ψ
′
e2ϕg/ = r−2e−2ψg/
where ψ = log(r′/r) + ψ′ − ϕ, and the L∞ bound for ψ follows from Lemma 6.4 and
the above. Moreover in Lemma 6.4 we have established an Lp bound for ϕ, which yields
with the above that for any p > 2
‖−rd/ψ‖−Lp(Su,v) ≤ ‖rd/ψ′‖L∞(Su,v)+‖−rd/ϕ‖−Lp(Su,v) .I,II 1 .
This can now be improved to an L∞ estimate using (6.8c), following the discussion
on pages 168-170 in [Chr09]. Indeed returning to (6.10) we infer from the conformal
invariance of the equation that
4˚ϕ = r2e2ψ(K −K)
and by the Calderon-Zygmund inequality for any p > 1,
‖ ◦∇
2
ϕ‖
Lp(S2,
◦
g/)
+ ‖ ◦∇ ϕ‖
Lp(S2,
◦
g/)
.p ‖r2e2ψ(K −K)‖
Lp(S2,
◦
g/)
After rescaling this reads
‖− r2 ◦∇
2
ϕ‖−Lp(S2,g/) +‖− r
◦
∇ ϕ‖−Lp(S2,g/) .p,sup |ψ| r2‖−K −K‖−Lp(S2,g/)
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Since
r2‖−∇/ 2ϕ− ◦∇
2
ϕ‖−Lp(S) ≤ ‖−rd/ψ‖−L2p(S) ‖−rd/ϕ‖−L2p(S)
we obtain in view of the estimate for d/ψ above, the estimate of Lemma 6.4 for d/ϕ, and
the estimate (6.8c) for K −K , that
‖−r2∇/ 2ϕ‖−L4(Su,v) .p,sup |ψ| r2‖−K −K‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−rd/ψ‖−L8(Su,v) ‖−rd/ϕ‖−L8(Su,v) . 1 .
This yields the desired bound for ∇/ 2ψ in L4, and for d/ψ in L∞.
6.3 Elliptic estimates
Lemma 6.7. Consider the following equation for a trace-free symmetric 2-covariant
tensorfield θ, and a 1-from f on (Su,v, g/):
div/ θ = f (6.17)
Given the conclusions of Proposition 6.5, we have
‖−∇/ θ‖−L4(Su,v) +
1
r
‖−θ‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−f‖−L4(Su,v) (6.18)
‖−∇/ 2θ‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−∇/ f‖−L4(Su,v) +
1
r
‖−f‖−L4(Su,v) (6.19)
Proof. See Chapter 5.4 in [Chr09], in particular the proof before Lemma 5.6 in [Chr09].
Lemma 6.8. Given the conclusions of Proposition 6.5, consider the following system
of equations for a 1-form θ, and functions f , g on (Su,v, g/):
div/ θ = f curl/ θ = g (6.20)
Then for any p ≥ 2,
‖−θ‖−Lp(Su,v) +‖−r∇/ θ‖−Lp(Su,v) . ‖−rf‖−Lp(Su,v) +‖−rg‖−Lp(Su,v) (6.21)
and
‖−r2∇/ 2θ‖−L4(Su,v) .
∑
i=0,1
‖−r1+id/if‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−r1+id/ig‖−L4(Su,v) . (6.22)
Proof. Since g/ is conformal to
◦
γ, and the system is conformally invariant we have
◦
div/ θ = r2e2ψf
◦
curl θ = r2e2ψg
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Moreover the norms transform according to
‖−rθ‖−Lp(Su,v) .sup |ψ| ‖θ‖Lp(S2,◦γ) , ‖−r
2
◦
∇ θ‖−Lp(Su,v) .sup |ψ| ‖
◦
∇ θ‖
Lp(S2,
◦
γ)
,
‖−r3 ◦∇
2
θ‖−Lp(Su,v) .sup |ψ| ‖
◦
∇
2
θ‖
Lp(S2,
◦
γ)
,
and
‖r2e2ψf‖
Lp(S2,
◦
γ)
.sup |ψ| r2‖−f‖−Lp(Su,v)
hence the Calderon-Zygmund inequality on (S2,
◦
γ) implies (6.21), once we control the
difference
∇/ θ− ◦∇ θ =
◦
∆ ·θ
where as in (5.179) in [Chr09] ‖ ◦∆ ‖L∞(Su,v). ‖d/ψ‖L∞(Su,v), thus ‖r
◦
∆ ‖L∞(Su,v) is
bounded.
Furthermore,
‖d/(r2e2ψf)‖
Lp(S2,
◦
γ)
.sup |ψ| r3‖−d/f+2fd/ψ‖−Lp(Su,v) . r3‖−d/f‖−Lp(Su,v)+‖rd/ψ‖L∞(Su,v)r2‖−f‖−Lp(Su,v)
hence again by the Calderon-Zygmund inequality, c.f. (5.222) in [Chr09], on (S2,
◦
γ), we
have
‖−r ◦∇
2
θ‖−Lp(Su,v) .sup |ψ| ‖−rd/f‖−Lp(Su,v) +
(
1 + ‖rd/ψ‖L∞(Su,v)
)‖−f‖−Lp(Su,v)
+ ‖−rd/g‖−Lp(Su,v) +
(
1 + ‖rd/ψ‖L∞(Su,v)
)‖−g‖−Lp(Su,v)
which implies (6.22), in view of the boundedness of sup |rd/ψ| established in Prop. 6.5,
and the difference ∇/ 2θ− ◦∇
2
θ is controlled as in (5.231) in [Chr09]:
‖−r2∇/ 2θ − r2 ◦∇
2
θ‖−Lp(Su,v) . ‖rd/ψ‖L∞(Su,v)‖−rθ‖−Lp(Su,v)
+
(
‖−r2∇/ 2ψ‖−Lp(Su,v) +‖−rd/ψ‖−2L2p(Su,v)
)
‖θ‖L∞(Su,v)
where the terms involving d/ψ, and∇/2ψ are bounded for p = 4 by the results of Prop. 6.5.
Indeed, putting the above together yields
‖−r2∇/ 2θ‖−Lp(Su,v) .(sup |ψ|+sup r|d/ψ|) ‖−rf‖−Lp(Su,v) +‖−rf‖−Lp(Su,v)
+ ‖−r2d/f‖−Lp(Su,v) +‖−r2d/g‖−Lp(Su,v) +‖θ‖L∞(Su,v)
and so the final statement follows from the Sobolev inequality (6.6), and (6.21).
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Corollary 6.9. Given the conclusions of Proposition 6.5, consider the equation for
functions ω, and f on (Su,v, g/):
4/ ω = f . (6.23)
Then for any p ≥ 2,
‖−∇/ ω‖−Lp(Su,v) +‖−r∇/ 2ω‖−Lp(Su,v) . ‖−rf‖−Lp(Su,v) (6.24)
and
‖−r2∇/ 3ω‖−L4(Su,v) .
∑
i=0,1
‖−r1+id/if‖−L4(Su,v) . (6.25)
Proof. Set θ = ∇/ ω, then θ satisfies the system (6.20) with g = 0.
6.4 Morrey’s inequality
In this section we prove a version on Morrey’s inequality on the sphere.
Lemma 6.10. Let (S, g/) be diffeomorphic to S2 with Area(S) = 4pir2, and conformal
to (S2,
◦
γ), g/ = r2e2ψ
◦
γ, where ψ ∈ L∞(S). Then for any p > 2, given a differentiable
function u : S → R, we have
‖u− u‖L∞(S) . ‖−r∇/ u‖−Lp(S) . (6.26)
where the constant only depends on p, and supS |ψ|.
Proof. We adapt the proof from the euclidean setting in Rn using stereographic coor-
dinates (ϑ1, ϑ2). Recall that in these coordinates, see e.g.(1.209) in [Chr09], the metric
takes the form
g/ = r2e2ψ
◦
g/=
r2e2ψ(
1 + 1
4
|ϑ|2
)2 |dϑ|2 (6.27)
and the volume element in “stereographic polar coordinates” (|ϑ| cos θ, |ϑ| sin θ) is
dµg/ =
r2e2ψ(
1 + 1
4
|ϑ|2
)2 |ϑ|d|ϑ|dθ (6.28)
Let y ∈ R2, then
u(y)− u(0) =
∫ 1
0
d
ds
u(sy)ds =
∫ 1
0
(∇u(sy), y)ds =
∫ 1
0
g/(∇/ u, y)ds
=
∫ 1
0
|∇/ u|g/|y|g/ds ≤
∫ 1
0
|∇/ u|(sy) re
ψ
1 + 1
4
|sy|2 |y|ds (6.29)
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and therefore for any ρ > 0,∫
∂Bρ
|u− u(0)| =
∫ 2pi
0
|u(ρξ(θ))− u(0)|ρdθ ≤
∫ 2pi
0
∫ ρ
0
|∇/ u|(tξ(θ)) re
ψ
1 + 1
4
t2
dtdθ (6.30)
or ∫
∂Bρ
|u− u(0)| ≤
∫
Bρ
1 + 1
4
|ϑ|2
reψ
|∇/ u|(ϑ)
|ϑ| dµg/(ϑ) (6.31)
Therefore∫
Bρ
|u− u(0)|dµg/ ≤
∫ ρ
0
dσ
r2e2ψM(
1 + 1
4
σ2
)2 ∫
∂Bσ
|u− u(0)|
≤ e2ψM−ψm
∫ ρ
0
dσ
r(
1 + 1
4
σ2
)2 ∫
Bσ
1 + 1
4
|ϑ|2
|ϑ| |∇/ u|(ϑ)dµg/(ϑ)
.sup |ψ|
∫ ρ
0
dσ
r(
1 + 1
4
σ2
)2(∫
Bσ
|∇/ u|pdµg/
) 1
p
(∫ σ
0
dt
(1 + 1
4
t2
t
) p
p−1 2pir2t(
1 + 1
4
t2
)2) p−1p (6.32)
Now consider the last integral:∫ σ
0
dt
(1 + 1
4
t2
t
) p
p−1 2pir
2t(
1 + 1
4
t2
)2 . 2pir2σ p−2p−1 <∞ (σ  1) (6.33)∫ σ
0
dt
(1 + 1
4
t2
t
) p
p−1 2pir
2t(
1 + 1
4
t2
)2 . 2pir2σ 2−pp−1 (σ  1) (6.34)
and moreover∫ ρ
0
dσ
r(
1 + 1
4
σ2
)2(2pir2σ 2−pp−1) p−1p . r3− 2p ∫ ρ
0
dσ
σ
2
p
−1(
1 + 1
4
σ2
)2 . r3− 2p (6.35)
Thus
1
r2
∫
Bρ
|u− u(0)|dµg/ .sup |ψ| r
( 1
r2
∫
Bρ
|∇/ u|pdµg/
) 1
p
= r‖−∇/ u‖−Lp(S) (6.36)
As an immediate consequence,
|u(0)| ≤ 1
4pir2
∫
S
|u(0)− u(x)|dµg/(x) + 1
4pir2
∫
S
|u(x)|dµg/(x)
.sup |ψ| r‖−∇/ u‖−Lp(S) +‖−u‖−Lp(S) (6.37)
which confirms the Sobolev inequality (6.6).
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Now let x, y ∈ R2, then
u(x)−u(y) ≤ 1
4pir2
∫
S
|u(x)−u(z)|dµg/(z)+ 1
4pir2
∫
S
|u(z)−u(y)|dµg/(z) . CΨr‖−∇/u‖−Lp(S)
(6.38)
because for the calculation of each integral we can choose the “south pole” of the stere-
ographic projection to be at x = 0, or y = 0 respectively. The statement of the Lemma
is a special case because by the mean value theorem the average of u is achieved at least
at one point ϑ∗ ∈ S (after possibly redefining u on a set of measure zero).
Corollary 6.11. Suppose (A:I,II) hold, and χˆ = 0. Then under the assumption (),
|Ω trχ− Ω trχ| ≤ 1
2
∆I . (6.39)
Moreover, with ∆I chosen sufficiently large in comparison to supu‖Ω∇/(Ωχ)‖L∞(Su,v+ ),
we have
|Ω trχ− Ω trχ| ≤ 1
2
∆I . (6.40)
Proof. In Proposition 6.5 we have established that ψ ∈ L∞(S) for (u, v) ∈ D+, so we
can use Lemma 5.25 to conclude that
|Ω trχ− Ω trχ| . ‖−Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) . C(supD+
|ψ|) (u+ − u)
and thus the statement follows by ().
Similarly, by Proposition 5.23,
|Ω trχ− Ω trχ| . ‖−Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖L∞(Su,v+ )+(v+ − v)
which implies the stated bound for ∆I chosen sufficiently large in comparsion to the
data for d/(Ω trχ) on C+, and v+ − v sufficiently small by ().
6.5 Comparison estimates
In the elliptic estimates derived in this section the factor r appears naturally as a
consequence of the conformal rescaling of the equations. However, the propagation
equations in double null gauge typically involve the factor Ω. It is important that in the
setting of our bootstrap assumptions the two factors are essentially interchangable.
Corollary 6.12. Assume
‖−Ωd/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−Ω2∇/ 2 log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) . 1/r2 (6.41)
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Then
‖−∇/ (Ωf)‖−L4(Su,v) .r‖−∇/ f‖−L4(Su,v) +
1
r2
‖−f‖−L4(Su,v) (6.42)
‖−r∇/ f‖−L4(Su,v) .‖−∇/ (Ωf)‖−L4(Su,v) +
1
r2
‖−f‖−L4(Su,v) (6.43)
‖−∇/ 2(Ωf)‖−L4(Su,v) .r‖−∇/ 2f‖−L4(Su,v) +
1
r2
‖−∇/ f‖−L4(Su,v) +
1
r3
‖−f‖−L4(Su,v) (6.44)
r‖−∇/ 2f‖−L4(Su,v) .‖−∇/ 2(Ωf)‖−L4(Su,v) +
1
r2
‖−∇/ f‖−L4(Su,v) +
1
r3
‖−f‖−L4(Su,v) (6.45)
Proof. Note that
∇/ (Ωf) =Ω∇/ f + (Ω∇/ log Ω)f (6.46)
∇/ 2(Ωf) =2Ω∇/ log Ω∇/ f + Ω∇/ 2f
+
(
Ω∇/ log Ω)2Ω−1f + Ω2∇/ 2 log Ω Ω−1f (6.47)
and by Cor. 6.2
‖Ω∇/ log Ω‖L∞(Su,v). 1/r2 (6.48)
Recall also (A:0) for the interchange of Ω and r under the integral.
We prove the assumption made here on log Ω in Lemma 7.6, and show its validity
under the bootstrap assumptions and appropriate data on C+.
7 Coupled systems
7.1 Null second fundamental form
Recall the Codazzi equation (5.8) which in the present setting reduces to
div/ (Ωχˆ) =
1
2
d/(Ω trχ) + Ωχˆ] · η − 1
2
Ω trχ η (7.1)
and from (5.5c) we derive
Dd/(Ω trχ) =
(
2ω − Ω trχ)d/(Ω trχ) + 2Ω trχd/ω − 2(Ωχˆ,∇/ (Ωχˆ)) . (7.2)
This is a coupled system for (∇/ Ωχˆ, d/Ω trχ).
Proposition 7.1. Assume (A:I) and (A:II.i) hold, and suppose
D1 := sup
u
‖−Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v+ ) + sup
u
‖Ωχˆ‖L∞(Su,v+ )+ sup
u
‖Ω2η‖L∞(Su,v+ )<∞ (7.3)
Then with (),
‖−Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v) . D1 (7.4)
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If in addition (A:II.ii) holds, and
D2 := ‖−(Ω∇/ )2(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v+ ) <∞ (7.5)
then with (),
‖−(Ω∇/ )2(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−(Ω∇/ )2(Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v) ≤ C(D1, D2) . (7.6)
Proof. From the elliptic estimate of Lemma 6.7 applied to (5.8) we have
‖−Ωχˆ‖−L4(Su,v) +r‖−∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v) . r‖−d/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v)
+ r‖−Ωχˆ] · η‖−L4(Su,v) +r‖−Ω trχ η‖−L4(Su,v) .
Now from (7.2), with Lemma 4.2 in [Chr09] applied to the 1-form d/(Ω trχ):
D|d/Ω trχ|2 + Ω trχ|d/Ω trχ|2 = 2(d/Ω trχ,Dd/Ω trχ)− 2Ωχˆ(d/Ω trχ, d/Ω trχ)
= 2
(
2ω − Ω trχ)|d/(Ω trχ)|2 + 2(d/(Ω trχ), 2Ω trχd/ω − 2(Ωχˆ,∇/ (Ωχˆ)))
− 2Ωχˆ(d/Ω trχ, d/Ω trχ)
or
D|Ωd/(Ω trχ)|2 ≤
(
3
∣∣2ω − Ω trχ∣∣+ |Ωχˆ|)|Ωd/(Ω trχ)|2
+ 2|Ωd/(Ω trχ)|
(
2Ω trχΩ|d/ω|+ 2|Ωχˆ||Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)|
)
and thus by Lemma 5.22,
‖−Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v+ )
+
∫ v+
v
‖trχ‖L∞(S)‖−Ω2d/ω‖−L4(Su,v′ ) +‖Ωχˆ‖L∞(S)‖−Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v′ ) dv′ .
In view of the L∞-bound on Ωχˆ from Lemma 5.11, and for Ω2η from Lemma 5.13, we
insert the elliptic estimate from above, and conlude with Gronwall’s inequality that
‖−Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v+ ) +(v+ − v)
and inserting the result again in the elliptic estimate we obtain the desired bound on
‖−Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v).
Furthermore, from Lemma 6.7 we also obtain
r2‖−∇/ 2(Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v) . r2‖−∇/ 2(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v)
+ ‖Ω2η‖L∞(S)‖−∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v) +‖Ωχˆ‖L∞(S)‖−Ω2∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v)
+ ‖Ω2η‖L∞(S)‖−d/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−Ω3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v)
+ ‖−Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) +‖Ωχˆ‖L∞(S)‖Ωη‖L∞(S) + ‖Ω2η‖L∞(S)
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and it remains to derive the propgation equation for ∇/ 2(Ω trχ).
From Lemma 4.1 in [Chr09] applied to (7.2), we have
D∇/ 2(Ω trχ) = ∇/ (2ω − Ω trχ) · ∇/ (Ω trχ) + (2ω − Ω trχ)∇/ 2(Ω trχ)
+2∇/(Ω trχ)·∇/ω+2Ω trχ∇/2ω−2(∇/(Ωχˆ),∇/(Ωχˆ))−2(Ωχˆ,∇/2(Ωχˆ))−∇/(Ωχ)·∇/(Ω trχ) ,
which then yields with Lemma 4.2 in [Chr09] that
D|Ω2∇/ 2(Ω trχ)|2 ≤ 2
(
2
∣∣2ω − Ω trχ∣∣+ |Ωχˆ|)|Ω2∇/ 2(Ω trχ)|2
+ 2
∣∣Ω2∇/ 2(Ω trχ)∣∣((Ω|∇/ (2ω)|+ Ω|∇/ (Ω trχ)|+ Ω|∇/ (Ωχˆ)|)|Ω∇/ (Ω trχ)|+ 2|Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)|2
+ 2Ω|∇/ (Ω trχ)||Ω∇/ ω|+ 2 trχΩ3|∇/ 2ω|+ 2Ω|χˆ|Ω2|∇/ 2(Ωχˆ)|
)
Thus, by Lemma 5.22,
‖−Ω2∇/ 2(Ω trχ)‖−Lp(Su,v) . ‖−Ω2∇/ 2(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v+ )
+
∫ v+
v
(‖Ω∇/ (Ω trχ)‖L∞(Su,v′ )+‖Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖L∞(Su,v′ ))‖−Ω∇/ (Ω trχ)‖−Lp(Su,v′ ) dv′
+
∫ v+
v
‖Ω∇/ ω‖L∞(Su,v′ )‖−Ω∇/ (Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v′ ) +‖−Ω3∇/ 2ω‖−Lp(Su,v′ ) dv′
+
∫ v+
v
‖Ω∇/(Ωχˆ)‖L∞(Su,v′ )‖−Ω∇/(Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v′ )dv′+
∫ v+
v
‖Ωχˆ‖L∞(Su,v′ )‖−Ω2∇/2(Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v′ )dv′
and for the last term we can substitute from the elliptic estimate above, to conclude
that Ω2∇/ 2(Ω trχ) is bounded in L4(Su,v) by Gronwall’s inequality. Here we used that
Ω∇/ (Ω trχ), and Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ) are bounded in L∞ by Prop. 5.23, and Ω∇/ ω and Ω3∇/ ω are
bounded by assumptions (A:II.i), (A:II.i) in L∞ and L4, respectively. Inserting the
resulting estimate in the above elliptic estimate then also yields the stated bound on
Ω2∇/ 2(Ωχ) in L4. Finally also note that
‖−(Ω∇/)2(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) . r2‖−∇/2(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v)+‖Ω(η+η)‖L∞(Su,v)‖−Ωd/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) .
7.2 Torsion and decoupled mass aspect function
Consider (5.49), namely
div/ η = −µ˘+ 1
4
trχ trχ− 1 (7.7)
coupled to the propagation equation for µ˘ derived in Lemma 5.6.
In fact, consider
div/ η = −µ˜+ 1
4
(
trχ trχ− trχ trχ) (7.8)
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where µ˜ is given by (5.57), coupled to (5.55), namely
Dµ˜+ Ω trχµ˜ = r˜ + m˜ (7.9a)
r˜ := r˘ − r˘ , r˘ := −1
2
Ω trχ|χˆ|2 (7.9b)
m˜ := m˘− m˘ , m˘ = 2 div/ (Ωχˆ) · (η − η) + 2(Ωχˆ,∇/ η + η ⊗ η) (7.9c)
Moreover,
Dd/
(
Ω2µ˜
)
=d/
(
2ω − Ω trχ)Ω2µ˜+ (2ω − Ω trχ)d/(Ω2µ˜)+ d/(Ω2r˜)+ d/(Ω2m˜) (7.10a)
d/
(
Ω2r˘
)
=− 1
2
d/
(
Ω trχ
)
Ω2|χˆ|2 − 1
2
Ω trχ
(
Ωχˆ,∇/ Ωχˆ) (7.10b)
d/
(
Ω2m˘
)
=2∇/ (Ω div/ (Ωχˆ)) · Ω(η − η) + 2Ω div/ (Ωχˆ) · ∇/ (Ωη − Ωη)
+ 2(∇/ Ωχˆ,Ω2∇/ η + Ωη ⊗ Ωη) + 2
(
Ωχˆ,∇/ (Ω2∇/ η)+∇/ (Ωη)⊗ Ωη + Ωη ⊗∇/ (Ωη))
(7.10c)
Proposition 7.2. Assume r3‖−µ˜‖−L4(Su,v+ ) . 1.
Suppose
r3‖− trχ trχ− trχ trχ‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (7.11)
Then
r2‖−η‖−L4(Su,v) +r3‖−∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) +r3‖−µ˜‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (7.12)
Moreover assume r4‖−d/µ˜‖−L4(Su,v+ ) . 1.
If also (A:II.i), (A:II.ii), holds and
r4‖−d/(trχ trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (7.13)
r‖−d/(2ω − Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (7.14)
then
r4‖−∇/ 2η‖−L4(Su,v) +r4‖−d/µ˜‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (7.15)
In particular, under all above assumptions, which then imply
‖trχ trχ− trχ trχ‖L∞(Su,v). 1/r3 (7.16)
we have
r3‖∇/ η‖L∞(Su,v)+r3‖µ˜‖L∞(Su,v). 1 (7.17)
Proof. From Lemma. 6.8 we have
r3‖−∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) . r3‖−µ˜‖−L4(Su,v) +1 (7.18)
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and from (7.9a)
‖−Ω2µ˜‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−Ω2µ˜‖−L4(Su,v+ ) +
∫ v+
v
‖−Ω2(r˘ − r˘)‖−L4(Su,v′ ) +‖−Ω2(m˘− m˘)‖−L4(Su,v′ ) dv′
(7.19)
Recall here and in the following Cor. 6.12 for the commutation of Ω with r.
Now in view of (7.9b),
‖−Ω2r˜‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖trχ‖L∞(Su,v)r3‖χˆ‖2L∞(Su,v). 1 (7.20)
and by Prop. 7.1, and (7.18),
‖−Ω2m˘‖−L4(Su,v) .
(‖Ωη‖L∞(Su,v)+‖Ωη‖L∞(Su,v′ ))‖−Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v)
+ ‖Ωχˆ‖L∞(Su,v)
(‖−Ω2∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) +‖Ωη‖2L∞(Su,v))
.‖−Ω2µ˜‖−L4(Su,v) +1
‖−Ω2m˘‖−L4(Su,v) .r2‖−m˘‖−L4(Su,v) . r2‖−µ˜‖−L4(Su,v) +1
(7.21)
Note it follows from Gronwall’s inequality that
‖−Ω2µ˜‖−L4(Su,v) . v+ − v (7.22)
Moreover again by Lemma 6.8,
‖−r4∇/ 2η‖−L4(Su,v) . r3‖−µ˜‖−L4(Su,v) +r4‖−d/µ˜‖−L4(Su,v) +1
and from (7.10a), and Lemma 5.22,
‖−Ωd/(Ω2µ˜)‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−Ωd/(Ω2µ˜)‖−L4(Su,v+ ) +
∫ v+
v
‖−ρ˜‖−L4(Su,v′ ) dv′
where
ρ˜ = ‖Ω2µ˜‖L∞(S)|Ωd/
(
2ω − Ω trχ)|+ |Ωd/(Ω2r˜)|+ |Ωd/(Ω2m˜)| . (7.23)
For the first term we apply Cor. 6.2, and the assumption to bound
‖Ω2µ˜‖L∞(Su,v)‖−Ωd/
(
2ω − Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 + ‖−rd/(Ω2µ˜)‖−L4(Su,v) (7.24)
For the second term we apply Prop. 7.1,
‖−Ωd/(Ω2r˘)‖−L4(Su,v) .
. ‖−rd/(Ω trχ)‖−L4(Su,v) ‖Ωχˆ‖2L∞(Su,v)+ trχ‖Ω2χˆ‖L∞(Su,v)‖−r∇/ Ωχˆ‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (7.25)
We now turn to the contributions from the terms Ωd/
(
Ω2d/m˜
)
in (7.10c).
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First, by Prop. 7.1,
‖−Ω∇/(Ω div/(Ωχˆ)) ·Ω(η−η)‖−L4(Su,v) . (‖Ωη‖L∞(S) +‖Ωη‖L∞(S))‖−(r∇/)2(Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v) . 1
(7.26)
Second, again by Prop. 7.1, and (7.12), and Lemma 5.28,
‖−Ω div/ (Ωχˆ) · Ω∇/ (Ωη − Ωη)‖−L4(Su,v) .‖Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖L∞(Su,v)
(
‖−r2∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−r2∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v)
)
.
1∑
k=0
‖−(r∇/ )k(Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v) . 1
(7.27)
Third, similar by Prop. 7.1,
‖−Ω(∇/ Ωχˆ,Ω2∇/ η + Ωη ⊗ Ωη)‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖L∞(Su,v). 1 (7.28)
Note that in these steps, on one hand we use bounds on (Ω∇/ )2(Ωχˆ) in L4 that
we have established with the help of the coupled system for χ in Section 7.1. On the
other, we use bounds on Ω∇/ (Ωη) in L4 that have been established with the help of the
propagation equations in Section 5.5.4.
Lastly,
‖−Ω
(
Ωχˆ,∇/ (Ω2∇/ η)+∇/ (Ωη)⊗ Ωη + Ωη ⊗∇/ (Ωη))‖−L4(Su,v)
. ‖Ωχˆ‖L∞(Su,v)‖−Ω∇/
(
Ω2∇/ η)‖−L4(Su,v)
+ ‖Ωχˆ‖L∞(Su,v)‖Ωη‖L∞(Su,v)‖−Ω∇/ (Ωη)‖−L4(Su,v)
+ ‖Ωχˆ‖L∞(Su,v)‖Ωη‖L∞(Su,v)‖−Ω∇/ (Ωη)‖−L4(Su,v) (7.29)
and we continue with
‖−Ω∇/ (Ω2∇/ η)‖−L4(Su,v) . r3‖−∇/ 2η‖−L4(Su,v) +r3‖d/ log Ω‖L∞(Su,v)‖−∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v)
. r3‖−d/µ˜‖−L4(Su,v) +1
and the last term is controlled by Lemma 7.5.
Thus by Gronwall’s inequality we obtain the desired bound r3‖−d/µ˜‖−L4(Su,v) . v+− v.
Remark 7.3. Essentially the same proof applies to show that
r2‖µ˜‖L∞(Su,v). r2‖−µ˘‖−L4(Su,v) +r3‖−d/µ˘‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (7.30)
Indeed, both proofs rely on the propagation equations for Ω2µ˜, and Ω2µ˘, respectively,
at the same level of scaling in Ω, the difference being merely the data on C+, for which
we have ‖−r3µ˜‖−L4(Su,v+ ) . 1, but only ‖−r2µ˘‖−L4(Su,v+ ) . 1, and similar for the first order.
Remark 7.4. For simplicity we have stated the assumption on trχ trχ in (7.11) sepa-
rately. In view of (5.60) — c.f. (5.94) in Section 5.4.5 — the stated bound is consistent
with the bound for the mass aspect function proven in Prop. 7.11 below.
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7.3 Null lapse
Let us consider the propagation equation for 4/ log Ω = div/d/ log Ω, in the shear-free case:
If χˆ = 0 then with θ = d/ log Ω,
D4/ log Ω =D div/ θ = tr(D∇/ θ)− 2Ω(χ,∇/ θ)
= div/ Dθ − Ω trχ div/ θ
=4/ ω − Ω trχ4/ log Ω
(7.31)
Moreover it follows immediately from (6.107) in [Chr09] that
D4/ log Ω + Ω trχ4/ log Ω = 4/ ω − 2 div/ (Ωχˆ] · d/ log Ω) (7.32)
Lemma 7.5. Suppose (A:II.ii) holds, then with spherically symmetric data for Ω on
C+,
r4‖−∇/ 2 log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) +r3‖−∇/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (7.33)
Proof. From Cor. 6.9 we have
‖−∇/ 2 log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) +
1
r
‖−∇/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−4/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v)
and immediately from (7.31) we have
‖−Ω24/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) .
∫ u+
u
‖−Ω24/ ω‖−L4(Su,v) .
1
r2
;
for the first inequality we have used the assumption on the data on C+, and for the
second the assumption on ω, and Lemma 5.8.
Similarly we could have derived the same result using appropriate data on C+.
Lemma 7.6. Assume (A:II.ii) and
D(u) := ‖−Ω2(µ˜+ µ˜)‖−L4(Su,v+ ) +‖−Ω2
(
trχ trχ− trχ trχ)‖−L4(Su,v+ ) . 1/r2 (7.34)
Then on D+,
‖−Ωd/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−Ω2∇/ 2 log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) . 1/r2 (7.35)
Proof. We have from Corollary 6.9 that
‖−rd/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−r2∇/ 2 log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−r24/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) (7.36)
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and we have the propagation equation
D
(
Ω24/ log Ω) = (2ω − Ω trχ)Ω24/ log Ω
+ Ω24/ ω − 2Ω2 div/ (Ωχˆ]) · d/ log Ω− 2Ωχˆ] · Ω2∇/ 2 log Ω (7.37)
Hence in view of Lemma 5.21,
‖−Ω24/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−Ω24/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v+ ) +
∫ v+
v
‖−Ω2∇/ 2ω‖−L4(Su,v′ ) dv′
+
∫ v+
v
(
‖2ω−Ω trχ‖L∞(Su,v′ )+‖Ωχˆ‖L∞(Su,v′ )+‖(Ω∇/)(Ωχˆ)‖L∞(Su,v′ )
)
‖−r24/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v′ )dv′
(7.38)
and in particular by Propositon 7.1, ‖Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖L∞(Su,v). 1. For the first line on the
r.h.s. recall (A:II.ii), and the assumption. The estimate then follows from Gronwall’s
inequality.
To express the boundary term on C+ note that by (5.61)
µ˜+ µ˜ = − div/ η − div/ η + 1
2
(
trχ trχ− trχ trχ) (7.39)
and hence
4/ log Ω = 1
2
(
div/ η + div/ η
)
= −1
2
(
µ˜+ µ˜
)
+
1
4
(
trχ trχ− trχ trχ) (7.40)
and the statement of the Lemma follows.
7.4 Null expansions
Consider the elliptic equation
4/ ω = ω/ (7.41)
Here ω/ simply denotes
ω/ = div/ d/ω = 4/ ω (7.42)
which satisfies the propagation equation
Dω/ =D div/ d/ω = div/ Dd/ω − 2 div/ (Ωχˆ] · d/ω)− Ω trχ div/ d/ω
=− 2 div/ (Ωχˆ] · d/ω)− Ω trχω/
+ 2Ω2
(
2|d/ log Ω|2 +4/ log Ω)(2(η, η)− |η|2 + 1)
+ 2Ω2
(
d/ log Ω, 2(∇/ η, η) + 2(η,∇/ η)− 2(η,∇/ η)
)
+ Ω2
(
2(4/ η, η) + 2(η − η,4/ η)
)
+ 2Ω2
(
2(∇/ η,∇/ η)− |∇/ η|2
)
(7.43)
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Proposition 7.7.
r2‖−∇/ 2ω‖−L4(Su,v) +r‖−∇/ ω‖−L4(Su,v) . 1/r (7.44)
Proof. From Corollary 6.9 applied to (7.41) we have
r2‖−∇/ 2ω‖−L4(Su,v) +r‖−∇/ ω‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−r2ω/‖−L4(Su,v) (7.45)
and from (7.43)
‖−Ω2ω/‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−Ω2ω/‖−L4(Su+,v)
+
∫ u+
u
‖2(η, η)− |η|2 + 1‖L∞(Su′,v)
(
‖Ω2d/ log Ω‖2L∞(Su′,v)+‖−Ω44/ log Ω‖−L4(Su′,v)
)
du′
+
∫ u+
u
‖Ω2(∇/ η, η) + Ω2(η,∇/ η)− Ω2(η,∇/ η)‖L∞(Su′,v)‖−Ω2d/ log Ω‖−L4(Su′,v) du′
+
∫ u+
u
‖−
(
Ω4(4/ η, η) + Ω4(η − η,4/ η)
)
+ Ω4
(
2(∇/ η,∇/ η)− |∇/ η|2
)
‖−L4(Su′,v) du′ (7.46)
The terms involving ∇/ log Ω and ∇/ 2 log Ω are bounded by Lemma 7.6. And the
terms involving ∇/ η, and ∇/ 2η are bounded by Proposition 7.2.
Recall that we have spherically symmetric data on C+ so 4/ ω = 0 at u = u+. Thus
the statement of the proposition follows.
Remark 7.8. This finally recovers the bootstrap assumption (A:II.ii).
Proposition 7.9. Assume
‖−Ω24/ ω‖−L4(Su,v+ ) . 1/r (7.47)
Then we have
r3‖−∇/ 2ω‖−L4(Su,v) +r2‖−∇/ ω‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 (7.48)
Proof. First recall that the bootstrap assumption that (A:II.ii) holds for some ∆ > 0.
Then by Prop. 7.2 and Lemma 7.5,
‖Ω3d/ log Ω‖L∞(Su,v). 1
‖Ω2η‖L∞(Su,v)+‖Ω2η‖L∞(Su,v). 1
Now from Cor. 6.9 we have
‖−∇/ 2ω‖−L4(Su,v) +
1
r
‖−∇/ ω‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−ω/‖−L4(Su,v) (7.49)
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and from (5.65),
‖−Ω2ω/‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−Ω2ω/‖−L4(Su,v+ ) +
∫ v+
v
‖−Ω2 div/ (Ωχˆ] · d/ω)‖−L4(Su,v′ ) dv′
+
∫ v+
v
‖2(η, η)− |η|2 + 1‖L∞(Su,v′ )‖−Ω4
(
2|∇/ log Ω|2 +4/ log Ω)‖−L4(Su,v′ ) dv′
+
∫ v+
v
‖Ωd/ log Ω‖L∞(Su,v′ )‖−Ω3(∇/ η, η − η) + Ω3(η,∇/ η)‖−L4(Su,v′ ) dv′
+
∫ v+
v
‖−Ω4
((4/ η, η − η)+ (∇/ η,∇/ (η − η))+ (∇/ η,∇/ η)+ (η,4/ η))‖−L4(Su,v′ ) dv′
(7.50)
and we estimate
‖−Ω2 div/ (Ωχˆ] · d/ω)‖−L4(Su,v′ ) . ‖Ωd/ω‖L∞(Su,v′ )‖−Ω∇/ (Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v′ )
+ ‖Ωχˆ‖L∞(Su,v′ )‖−Ω2∇/ 2ω‖−L4(Su,v′ ) (7.51)
and the use the elliptic estimate (7.49) again, before applying Gronwall’s inequality.
Note that in the last line we apply Prop 7.2 to control ‖Ω2∇/ η‖L∞(Su,v).
Remark 7.10. This in particular recovers the bootstrap assumption (A:II.ii).
7.5 Torsion and mass aspect function
Recall the definitions of the mass aspect functions (2.41), (5.40), which we view as
elliptic systems for η, η, which read in the shear-free case:
div/ η = −µ curl/ η = 0 (7.52a)
div/ η = −µ curl/ η = 0 (7.52b)
Moreover we have the propagation equations (5.44) for µ,
Dµ =− 3
2
Ω trχµ− 1
2
Ω trχ
(
24/ log Ω + |η|2)− 1
4
Ω trχ|χˆ|2
+ 2 div/ (Ωχˆ) · (η − η) + 2(Ωχˆ,∇/ η) + 2Ωχˆ(η, η)
(7.53)
and a conjugate equation for µ,
Dµ = −Ω trχµ+ div/ j− 1
2
Ω trχ(µ− |η|2)− 1
4
Ω trχ|χˆ|2 , j = 2Ωχˆ · η−Ω trχη (7.54)
which in the shear-free case reduces to
Dµ+
3
2
Ω trχµ = −1
2
Ω trχ
(
24/ log Ω + |η|2) (7.55)
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Proposition 7.11. We have
‖−r2η‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−r3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−r3µ‖−L4(Su,v)
+ ‖−r2η‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−r3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) ‖−r3µ‖−L4(Su,v) .
. sup
u
‖−Ω3µ‖−L4(Su,v+ ) + sup
v
‖−Ω3µ‖−L4(Su+,v) (7.56)
Proof. We can apply Lemma 6.8 to (7.52),
‖−r2η‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−r3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−r3µ‖−L4(Su,v)
‖−r2η‖−L4(Su,v) +‖−r3∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−r3µ‖−L4(Su,v)
and get from (5.44), (7.55), and Lemma 5.21, that
‖−Ω3µ‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−Ω3µ‖−L4(Su,v+ )+
∫ v+
v
‖−Ω44/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v′ )+‖r2η‖L∞(Su,v′ )‖−r2η‖−L4(Su,v′ )dv′
+
∫ v+
v
‖Ω2χˆ‖L∞(Su,v′ )
{
‖−Ω2χˆ‖−L4(Su,v′ ) +‖−Ω2∇/ η‖−L4(Su,v′ ) +‖Ωη‖L∞(Su,v′ )‖−Ωη‖−L4(Su,v′ )
}
dv′
+
∫ v+
v
‖−Ω div/ (Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v′ )
{
‖Ω2η‖L∞(Su,v′ )+‖Ω2η‖L∞(Su,v′ )
}
dv′
‖−Ω3µ‖−L4(Su,v) . ‖−Ω3µ‖−L4(Su+,v)+
∫ u+
u
‖−Ω44/ log Ω‖−L4(Su′,v)+‖r2η‖L∞(Su′,v)‖−r2η‖−L4(Su′,v)du′
We have ‖−Ω44/ log Ω‖−L4(Su,v) . 1 by Lemma 7.5.
Moreover by Prop. 7.1 above, ‖−Ω div/ (Ωχˆ)‖−L4(Su,v′ ) . 1.
Let
m(u, v) := ‖−Ω3µ‖−L4(Su,v) m(u, v) := ‖−Ω3µ‖−L4(Su,v)
then we can infer from the above inequalities, in view of Cor. 6.2 ,
m(u, v) . m(u, v+) +
∫ v+
v
∆ +D2 +
(
1 +D
)(
m(u, v′) +m(u, v′)
)
+ (1 +D)m2(u, v′)dv′
m(u, v) . m(u+, v) +
∫ u+
u
∆ +m2(u′, v)du′
and we will make a continuity argument, under the bootstrap assumption:
m(u, v) +m(u, v) ≤ CM
Now, denoting by
M(u) := sup
v
m(u, v)∫ v+
v
m(u, v′)dv′ .
∫ v+
v
m(u+, v
′)dv′ + (v+ − v) max{∆, CM}
∫ u+
u
1 +M(u′)du′
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we obtain after inserting above, and already applying Gronwall’s inequality to the term
linear in m,
M(u) ≤
(
m(u, v+) + 2 max{∆, D2}(v+ − v) + 4 max{∆χ, D,CM , CMD}
∫ v+
v
m(u, v′)dv′
)
×
×
(
1 + 2 max{∆χ, D
}
(v+ − v)e2 max{∆χ,D}(v+−v)
)
≤
(
m(u, v+) + C4v + CMC sup
v
m(u+, v)4v + C2MC2F (u)4v
)(
1 + C4veC4v
)
where C = max{1,∆, D,D2,∆χ}, 4v = v+ − v,
F (u) =
∫ u+
u
1 +M(u′)du′
This yields, with 4u = u+ − u,
d
du
(−F (u)e− ∫ u+u Bdu′) ≤ (1 +M(u)−BF (u))e−B4u ≤ Ee−B4u
B = C2MC
24v
(
1 + C4veC4v
)
E(u) =
(
1 +m(u, v+) + C4v + CMC sup
v
m(u+, v)4v
)(
1 + C4veC4v
)
and hence
F (u) ≤eB4u
∫ u+
u
E(u′)e−B4u
′
du′
≤eB4u
(
1 + sup
u
m(u, v+) + C4v + CMC sup
v
m(u+, v)4v
)(
1 + C4veC4v
)
4u
which in turn implies a bound on M(u), hence m(u, v), and thus also m(u, v). In
particular, by choosing CM & supum(u, v+) + supvm(u+, v), we can improve the boot-
strap assumption by choosing 4u, and 4v sufficiently small compared to CM , and
C, which ensures that F (u) . 1, hence m(u, v) ≤ M(u) ≤ 2(m(u, v+) + 1), and
m(u, v) ≤ m(u+, v) + 1.
8 Further considerations
In Section 8.1 we include a discussion of the surfaces Su,v∗ as graphs over the round
sphere Su∗,v∗ in the Cv∗ .
12 We show in particular that the prescription of the mass aspect
function on the last slice can be viewed as an equation of motion, which asymptotically
identifies correctly the round spheres.
12See also [Le18] for a similar discussion of sections of null hypersurfaces in Minkowski space.
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8.1 Shear free incoming null hypersurfaces as graphs
Recall the metric in the spherically symmetric form
h = −4Ω2∗du∗dv∗ + r2
◦
γAB dϑ
AdϑB (8.1)
Let us assume that the sections Su,v∗ can be written as a graph over Su∗,v∗ :
u∗ = u+ f(ϑ) (8.2)
In fact, this graph may depend on u, as well as on v∗, when we consider the intersections
with nearby null hypersurfaces Cv∗ as well:
u∗ = u+ f(u, ϑ; v∗) (8.3)
We will always assume that ∂uf > −1.
Lemma 8.1. Let f = f(u, ϑ; v∗) be a smooth function such that ∂uf > −1, and consider
the graphs
Su,v∗ =
{
(u∗, v∗;ϑ) : u∗ = u+ f(u, ϑ; v∗) : ϑ ∈ S2
}
In (u, v∗;ϑ) coordinates, the metric takes the form
h = −4Ω2dudv∗ + h/AB
(
dϑA − bAdv∗)(dϑB − bBdv∗) (8.4)
where
Ω2 = Ω2∗
(
1 +
∂f
∂u
)
(8.5)
b = 2
Ω2∗
r2
◦
∇ f (8.6)
h/ = r2
◦
γ (8.7)
provided:
∂f
∂v∗
=
Ω2∗
r2
| ◦∇ f |2 . (8.8)
Remark 8.2. Here
r = r(u, ϑ; v∗) = r(u∗ = u+ f(u, ϑ; v∗), v∗) (8.9)
and is not to be confused with the area radius of the sphere Su,v∗ , which we will here
denote by ru,v∗ and plays an important role below ; it is defined by
4pir2u,v∗ =
∫
Su,v∗
dµh/ =
∫
S2
r2(u, ϑ; v∗)dµ◦
γ
(ϑ) (8.10)
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Proof. Inserting
du∗ =
(
1 +
∂f
∂u
)
du+
∂f
∂ϑA
dϑA +
∂f
∂v∗
dv∗ (8.11)
the metric in coordinates (u, v∗;ϑA) reads:
h = −4Ω2∗
(
1 +
∂f
∂u
)
dudv∗
+ r2
◦
γAB
(
dϑA − 2Ω
2
∗
r2
◦
γ
AC ∂f
∂ϑC
dv∗
)(
dϑB − 2Ω
2
∗
r2
◦
γ
BD ∂f
∂ϑD
dv∗
)
(8.12)
provided (8.8) holds; this condition is necessary for the (dv∗)2 component to cancel, and
thus for (u, v∗) to define a double null coordinate system.
The null normals to Su,v∗ are given by
L =
∂
∂u
L =
∂
∂v∗
+ bA
∂
∂ϑA
(8.13)
Remark 8.3. This can also be verified as follows: In new coordinates (u, v∗;ϑ), the lines
of constant v∗ and ϑ are still null geodesics, so
L =
∂
∂u
=
(
1 +
∂f
∂u
) ∂
∂u∗
(8.14)
but the angular vectorfields change,
∂
∂ϑA
=
∂
∂ϑA∗
+
∂f
∂ϑA
∂
∂u∗
(8.15)
We do not need to solve for u to find L, but it can be determined from the conditions
h(L,L) = −2Ω2 h(L, ∂A) = 0 (8.16)
which yields
L =
∂
∂v∗
+ 2
Ω2∗
r2
◦
γ
AB ∂f
∂ϑB
∂
∂ϑA∗
=
∂
∂v∗
+ 2
Ω2∗
r2
◦
∇ f (8.17)
Lemma 8.4. On Su,v∗ we have
χˆ = 0 (8.18)
Ω trχ =
2r(u, v∗;ϑ)
cosh2(u+ f(u, ϑ; v∗) + v∗)
(
1 +
∂f
∂u
)
> 0 (8.19)
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Proof. We have seen the metric on Su,v∗ is
h/AB = h(∂A, ∂B) =
(cosh(u+ f(u, ϑ; v∗) + v∗)
sinh(u+ f(u, ϑ; v∗) + v∗)
)2 ◦
γAB (8.20)
Then we compute
Dh/ = −2 cosh(u+ f + v
∗)
sinh3(u+ f + v∗)
(
1+
∂f
∂u
) ◦
γ= − 2
cosh(u+ f + v∗) sinh(u+ f + v∗)
(
1+
∂f
∂u
)
h/
(8.21)
and the formulas follow.
Consider the area radius (8.10). Since for “small f”
r(u, ϑ; v∗) = r(u∗ = u+ f, v∗) = r(u∗ = u, v∗) +
∂r
∂u∗
(u, v∗)f(u, ϑ) +
∂2r
∂u∗2
(u+ t, v∗)f 2
= r(u, v∗) +
(
r2(u, v∗)− 1)f(u, ϑ; v∗) + r(r2 − 1)f 2
(8.22)
we evidently need to assume
r(u, v∗)|f(u, ϑ; v∗)| ≤ C (8.23)
to ensure that r(u, ϑ; v∗) is of the order of r(u, v∗). In fact, if we assume that r|f |  1,
then
4pir2u,v∗ ' r2(u, v∗)
∫
S2
1 + 2r(u, v∗)f(u, ϑ; v∗)dµ◦
γ
(ϑ) (8.24)
In particular, under such an assumption we will have
Ω2
r2u,v∗
' 1 (8.25)
Furthermore, since (Su,v∗ , h/) is conformal to (S2,
◦
γ),
h/ = e2w
◦
γ , w = log r(u, ϑ; v∗) (8.26)
we have by the formula for the transformation of the Gauss curvature:
K = e−2w
(
1− 4˚w) = 1
r2
(
1− 4˚ log r) (8.27)
In particular,
K ' 1
r2
(
1− 4˚(rf)
)
(8.28)
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which says that for this sphere to be a perturbation of a round sphere we need
| ◦∇
2
(rf)|  1 . (8.29)
The formula for the Gauss curvature also lends itself to a direct computation of trχ
via the Gauss equations, which here reduces to
1
4
trχ trχ =
Λ
3
−K (8.30)
and thus yields with the above:
trχ =
2Ω∗
r
cosh(f − v∗)
Λ
3
r2 − 1 + 4˚ log r
r2
√
∂f
∂u
(8.31)
Lemma 8.5.
ηA =
1
2
Ω2∗ + r
2
Ω2∗
1
1 + ∂uf
∂2f
∂ϑA∂u
+
1
r
1
1 + ∂uf
∂f
∂ϑA
(8.32)
η
A
=
1
2
Ω2∗ − r2
Ω2∗
1
1 + ∂uf
∂2f
∂ϑA∂u
− 1
r
1
1 + ∂uf
∂f
∂ϑA
(8.33)
In particular,
lim
u,r→∞
Ω|η| = | ◦∇ ∂uf | (8.34)
lim
u,r→∞
Ω2|η| = | ◦∇ f | (8.35)
provided the right hand sides are finite.
Proof. Recall the formula (1.91) in [Chr09]:
[L,L] = 4Ω2ζ] (8.36)
which with above expression for the null normal s simply gives
4Ω2ζ]
A
=
∂bA
∂u
(8.37)
With the formula for b found in Lemma 8.1
∂bA
∂u
= 2
◦
γ
AB ∂2f
∂u∂ϑB
+
4
r
Ω2∗
r2
◦
γ
AB ∂f
∂ϑB
(8.38)
we thus have
ζA = h/ABζ
]B =
r2
4Ω2
◦
γAB 4Ω
2ζ]B =
1
2
r2
Ω2∗
1
1 + ∂uf
∂2f
∂ϑA∂u
+
1
r
1
1 + ∂uf
∂f
∂ϑA
(8.39)
Since also
d/A log Ω =
1
2
∂
∂ϑA
log
(
1 + ∂uf
)
=
1
2
1
1 + ∂uf
∂2f
∂u∂ϑA
(8.40)
the stated formulas follow from η = ζ + d/ log Ω, and η = −ζ + d/ log Ω.
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We can use the above formula for the torsion, and the conformal covariance of the
divergence to compute
div/ η =
1
r2
◦
div η (8.41)
We find
◦
div η =
1
2
Ω2∗ + r
2
Ω2∗
1
1 + ∂uf
4˚∂f
∂u
+
1
r
1
1 + ∂uf
4˚f
− 1
2
Ω2∗ + r
2
Ω2∗
1
(1 + ∂uf)2
| ◦∇ ∂uf |2 − 1
r
1
(1 + ∂uf)2
(
◦
∇ ∂uf,
◦
∇ f)
+
1
r3
1
1 + ∂uf
◦
γ
AB
∂Br
∂2f
∂ϑA∂u
− 1
r2
1
1 + ∂uf
◦
γ
AB
∂Br
∂f
∂ϑA
(8.42)
and using (8.22) we may approximate
∂Ar ' r2∂Af (8.43)
and find the following limit
lim
u;r→∞
Ω2 div/ η = 4˚∂uf − 1
1 + ∂uf
| ◦∇ ∂uf |2 − |
◦
∇ f |2 (8.44)
In particular, we can conclude the following if div/ η = O(r−3), as is the case for the
foliations in this paper, because div/ η = −µ, and µ = O(r−3); see Section 2.3.3 and
(2.43). Then the limiting equation evidently reads:
(1 + ∂uf)4˚∂uf = |
◦
∇ ∂uf |2 + (1 + ∂uf)|
◦
∇ f |2 (8.45)
This equation has no non-trivial solutions because by integration on the sphere it follows
that ∫
S2
2| ◦∇ ∂uf |2 + (1 + ∂uf)|
◦
∇ f |2dµ◦γ = 0 (8.46)
so it follows that
f ≡ constant ∂uf ≡ constant . (8.47)
In other words, the only solution to the limiting equation of motion of surfaces on
shear-free null hypersurfaces in de Sitter are precisely the round spheres.
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